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Introduction: 
Environmental Hazards 
in Park and Recreation 
Systems 
by Connie Kurtz 

We live in a world that is becom
ing increasingly more dependent 
upon chemicals. Gasoline in the 
mowers and nitrates in the fertilizers 
make for green lawns at the visitor 
center; solvents and degreasers 
clean the grimiest of engines; paints 
and wood preservatives ensure that 
our structures are preserved for 
posterity and kept in good appear
ance; and without chemicals, the " 
indispensable copying machines 
would cease to print out the cloned 
memos. What a benefactor these 
mighty molecules are! 

But like a double-edged sword, 
this enhancement of our way of life 
can also inflict mortal wounds. Past 
events involving the accidental re
lease of cyanide gas which killed 
and injured over 3,000 people in 
Bhopal, India, and the Love Canal 
incident in New York State tell of the 
horrors involving hazardous/toxic 
materials. 

Because these two incidences 
seem so remote from the pristine 
park and recreational environment, 
we like to think that these things 
can't happen to us. Sadly, that belief 
is no longer true, not even for the 
remote wilderness areas of the coun
try. Many of our areas are being ad-
versly impacted by these hazardous 
materials. The air that we breathe, 
the food and water we consume, 
and our natural, historical and cul
tural resources we are mandated to 
preserve and protect are being 
eroded by these pollutant materials. 

Managers must become more 
aware of the potential dangers that 
threaten their park and recreational 
systems. The park manager of today 
cannot afford to micro-manage the 

Employee stores chemical-containing materials 
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budget, personnel and the job. 
Looking only at the basic compo
nents of getting the job done is akin 
to putting on blinders. You can see 
where you want to go but you're 
missing the greater part of the field 
of vision. The manager must look at 
all the periphery factors that can 
impact on the area, often even ex
tending consideration beyond the 
park's borders. 

The modern park is a highly com
plex operation run by skilled people 
working in diverse operational ac
tivities. And in many of these ac
tivities, part of doing the job in
volves the use of chemicals. It is not 
surprising that over the recent years 
there has been an increase in the 
incidence of hazardous/toxic mater
ial exposures. 

• Last year, sixty-four structures in 
a park were incorrectly sprayed 
with chlordane, a termiticide that 
should only have been used for 
soil treatment. A few of the resi
dences had to be permanently 
vacated because of the high in
door concentrations of chlordane. 
Potential health effects, opera
tional interruptions and the loss 
of the use of some structures were 
consequences of this incident. In 
addition to these effects, the inci
dent created a severe drain on an 
already tight budget. Site mana
gers do not include accident costs 
as a line item for next year's 
budget. And at the same time, 
many of these managers do not 
promote a loss control manage
ment philosophy that will 
minimize or prevent those acci
dents from occurring. This is tak
ing risk management to the ex
treme. 

• Polychlorinated biphenyls 
(PCBs) have leaked into the 
ground from stored transformers 
potentially threatening ground 
water and endangering person
nel. 

• Four miles of outdoor, overhead 
heating pipes, wrapped in asbes
tos insulation had to be removed 
from a site that was given to a 
park from the Department of De
fense. At the time of transfer, the 
park did not know of the pre
sence of asbestos. How many 
other areas have been in similar 
circumstances when they ac
cepted gift parcels of property? 
The old adage of buying a pig in a 
poke still holds true. 

• A 13-year-old insecticide was 
sprinkled around the perimeter 
of a visitor center to "control" 
ants. Five or six employees be
came ill because of the pesticide 
exposure. The building and its 
operation were shut down for a 
week while decontamination pro
cedures had to be done before 
occupancy was allowed. 

• Ten years ago in a Northwestern 
park, over 1,200 visitors and em
ployees became ill when the 
water system became contami
nated with materials from the 
sewer system. This resulted in 
the largest number of claims filed 
for one incident in a park. 

In addition to the effects on 
people, our natural resources are 
also being affected by human-
caused pollutants. In many cases, 
the causes originate outside the con
trol or boundary of the park. 

- In a Midwest park, landfill from a 
steel company is leaching arsenic 
and ammonia into the park's 
ground water aquifer. 

- At another site, road salt storage 
leachates are affecting the ecology 
of a bog area. 

- The impact of acid rain is a con
cern not only for park and recrea
tional areas but also for local 
municipalities. 

Park managers and employees 
walk a fine line between managing 
or using these toxic and hazardous 
agents and preventing or minimiz
ing their effects on the environment. 
This is not an easy task. 

What can managers do to meet 
these challenges? They must recog
nize that their personal, active in
volvement and promotion are the 
critical keys to a successful environ
mental hazard program. There must 
be a genuine commitment from the 
top level on down to preserve the 
park s resources. Management must 
first "buy off" on their program be
fore they can expect others to do 
likewise. 

In dealing with these environ
mental hazards, plans must be for
mulated early, preferably before the 
problem presents itself. Resource 
experts should be consulted for their 
input at this stage to make sure that 
all aspects have been considered. It 
is much more costly to go back and 
tie up the loose ends or to retroplan. 
After the plans have been developed 
and implemented, aggressive em
ployee training, program supervi
sion, and where needed, an infor
mative interpretive program en
sures employee/visitor awareness 
and support. 
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Organic solvent drums were improperly grounded and pose a fire hazard. 

Common threads that must inter
weave throughout this whole pro
cess are responsibility and accounta
bility. These must be assessed at 
each planning and implementation 
level. 

We are becoming better armed to 
manage these potential hazards. 
Publications in magazines, news
papers and books alert the reader to 
the existence of these agents and the 
harm they do; public advocacy 
groups champion preservation is
sues; hazardous material training 
programs are available for both the 
manager and the employee; and 
Federal legislation sets standards to 
which compliance can be measured. 
There is increasing demand for a 
cradle-to-the-grave management of 
these hazardous materials. 

Many park systems have de
veloped specific programs to iden
tify, measure and control these 
harmful environmental hazards. 
An example of such a program is the 
National Park Service's Hazardous 
Chemical Inventory Program. 
Chemical containing products used 
in the Park Service must be inven
toried to ascertain what and how 
much it has on hand. The Material 
Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) for these 
products must also be obtained and 
kept where these products are used 
or stored. Employees must be 
trained to work safely with the prod
ucts. This program enables the 
worksite staff to know what kind of 
chemical products they have and 

Outdoor asbestos-covered pipes deteriorate as insulation peels off. 

how to work safely with that prod
uct. The inventory also cuts dpwn 
on excess ordering, duplication of 
orders and helps to prevent future 
hazardous waste disposal problems. 

Articles in this issue of Trends will 
address specific environmental 
hazards that are of high concern in 
park and recreational areas. 

If we are to protect and preserve 
our park and recreational areas, we 

must become more cognizant of 
these hazards and threats, from out
side as well as inside the park boun
dary. It will require time, money 
and an increased human effort. But 
our preservation commitment to 
future generations calls for no less. 

Connie Kurtz is an Industrial Hygienist 
with the National Park Sewice's Divi
sion of Safety. 
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Managing Environmental Health Hazards 
by Thomas F. Dalton 

The problem of managing en
vironmental health hazards whether 
they exist inside of a manufacturing 
plant, a hazardous waste treatment 
and storage facility or a national 
park, all require some basic under
standing of the scope of the prob
lem, the potential risks and hazards, 
what personnel training is needed 
and how to plan for such contingen
cies. . 

The purpose of this article is to 
acquaint various park professionals 
with a course of action to follow in 
the event of a hazard that exists or 
one which manifests itself in an 
episodic fashion. We will also re
view the basic planning philosophy 
that is needed to provide for a course 
of action which can be carried out in 
the event of a hazardous situation 
which may pose an environmental 
threat or risk to life in a park. 

Classification of Potential 
Hazards 

In the scheme of things the 1980 

federal law, Resource, Conservation 
and Recovery Act (RCRA), has pro
vided a good basis for classifying 
hazardous wastes. If you find you 
are dealing with an unknown sub
stance that does not appear on any 
of the EPA or state lists of hazardous 
wastes, that substance must be 
tested. It, too, is a hazardous waste 
if the tests reveal the presence of any 
one of the following four criteria: 

RCRA Criteria 
1. Corrosivity 
2. Ignitability 
3. Toxicity 
4. Reactivity 

These four criteria can be ex
panded to include other wastes or 
sub-groups of hazardous materials, 
such as: 

• Asbestos 
• Etiologic Wastes 
• Explosives 
• Waste Oils 
• Radioactive Materials 
• Lab Packs 

Without a great deal of expensive 
equipment, it is difficult to do 
sophisticated field tests on un
known materials. It is best to obtain 
a sample and have a state college or 
a federal or private lab do some 
basic tests on it to determine the 
type of RCRA waste. 

If your park system is too remote 
or time is of the essence, there are 
some field tests you can do to check 
out the material. Some of these basic 
tests do not require you to be a 
chemist, but care and caution must 
be exercised in doing any of them. 

Corrosivity - A test with pH paper 
(wide range) is the fastest. If the pH is 
under 2.0 or over 12.5, the material is 
considered corrosive under RCRA. If 
the pH is under 7.0 (1.0 - 6.9), the 
material is an acid. If the pH is over 
7.0(7.1-13.9), itis alkaline. The lower 
the number, the stronger the acid; the 
higher the number, the more caustic 
the alkaline material. 

Ignitability - Under RCRA, any-

Workers erect a dam consisting ofsorbent boom ami loose absorbent to collect spilled oil in a park. 
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thing with a flash point under 140°F is 
considered ignitable. Under Depart
ment of Transportation (DOT) regula
tions, this would be combustible or 
flammable if the flash point is under 
100°F. The fastest way to run this test 
is to use a cotton tip applicator, wet it 
in the material and try to set it on fire 
with a cigarette lighter. If it burns - it is 
combustible. It may also be flamma
ble, but this will have to be deter
mined by a lab. 

Reactivity - This is a little more 
difficult to determine. By taking an 
eyedropper and dropping one or two 
drops in a shot glass (1 ounce) of 
water, determine if there is any visible 
reaction (bubbling, movement, color 
change). Next, carefully pick tire shot 
glass up to see if there is any heat of 
reaction. If there is none, then 
chances are it may be non-reactive. 
Naturally, if it is air reactive, it would 
be obvious when the liquid is exposed 
to the air. 

Toxicity - Assume everything is or 
may be toxic without testing. Handle 
containers with surgical gloves or 
vinyl work gloves. Use a new, clean 
bottle with glass or plastic cap. As 
indicated earlier, if you have a lab 
connection, let them take the sam
ples. 

Contingency Planning 
Plans must be prepared in advance 

of an environmental health hazard as 
to what to do, how to do it and why. 
Regarding priorities, park personnel 
must think in terms of protecting in 
order of importance: 

1. Human life and animal life, 
2. Environment (air, ground, 

water), 
3. Assets and structures. 

As long as the priorities are main
tained in proper order, a plan of ac
tion can be promulgated which can 
be activated for all types of emergen
cies such as fires, floods, quakes, 
chemical spills, PCB releases, toxic or 
etiologic contamination, gas releases, 
explosions, bunding collapse and a 
variety of related problems. 

The plan of action referred to here 
as a "Contingency Plan" can be 
drafted along the lines of an 
emergency response plan containing 
the following: 

A. Purpose or Scope 
B. DOT Definitions 
C. Emergencies 

1. Type 
2. Response Team 
3. Back-up Contractor 

4. Support Groups 
a. Police 
b. Fire 
c. Doctors - EMT 
d. Ambulance 
e. Specialists - Laboratories 

5. Phone Number Call List 
a. Prioritized Internal 
b. Updated with Alter

nates 
c. CrTENflTxEC 
d. National Poison Control 

Center 
e. National Response 

Center 
f. Radiological Release 
g. Local State Agency 
h. U. S. Coast Guard 
i. Regional EPA 

6. Equipment on Hand 
a. Mechanical Equipment 
b. Hand Tools - Shovels, 

etc. 
c. Sorbents (bulk and bags) 
d. Neutralizes, Drums 
e. Foam and Extinguishers 

f. Portable Tanks or 
Containers 

7. Safety Equipment on Hand 
a. Protective Qothing -

Suits 
b. Boots, Gloves, Goggles 
c. Respirators - Air 

Purifying 
d. Respirators - Air 

Supplied - SCBA 
e. Hard Hats, 

Miscellaneous 
8. Monitoring Equipment 

a. Total Organic Detector 
b. Oxygen Meter 
c. Explosimeter 
d. pH Meter 
e. Radiation Counter 
f. Miscellaneous Special 

Kits - Decon. 
9. First Aid Equipment 

a. First Aid Kit -
Industrial Type 

b. Stretchers, Slings, 
Backboards 

c. Multiple Injury -
Triage Set-up 

d. Etecontamination 
10. Procedures 

a. Containment - Booms, 
Dikes 

b. Removal - Primps, 
Skimmers 

c. Neutralize or Mitigate 
d. Restoration of 

Contaminated Area 

D. Response Teams 
1. Make up and Qualifica

tions 
2. Training - Initial and Up

date 
3. Outfitting and Transport 
4. Communication - Long 

and Short Range 
5. Portable Command Post 
6. On-Scene Coordinator 
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E. Reporting Criteria 
1. State or Federal 
2. Type of Information 

Needed 
3. Hazard Assessment 
4. Activation of Contingency 

Plan 
5. Internal Procedures 

F. Recordkeeping 
1. Logs 
2. Manifests 
3. Lab Results 
4. State or Federal 

Inspections 
5. Receipts and Reports 
6. Cash Expenditures 
7. Training of Personnel 

G. Containerization and Disposal 
1. Drums, Overpacks 
2. Refuse Containers, Rolloffs 
3. Labels and Placarding 
4. Manifests and Receipts 
5. Permits and Licenses 
6. Approved Facilities 

a. Landfills 
b. Incinerators 
c. Recyclers 
d. Detoxification Plants 
e. Solidification Plants 
f. Injection Wells 

Surficial Cleanup Versus 
Protecting Ground Water 

The purpose of cleaning up and 
removing surface contamination due 
to hazardous materials or other toxic 
substances is to prevent contamina
tion of: 

a. Surface Waters 
b. Groundwaters 

Surface water contamination of 
streams, rivers, lakes and watersheds 
occurs from the runoff of chemicals or 
materials, from spills directly into the 
receiving water and from contami
nated leachate which may find its 

way into the surface water from some 
landfills, dumps, mines or disposal 
areas. Examples of the ways in which 
surface water may be contaminated 
are: 

a. Insecticide and fertilizer 
runoff which can cause fish kills in an 
acute manner and eutrophication of 
the stream (chemical enrichment) in a 
long-term, subtle manner. 

b. Poly chlorinated Biphenyls 
(PCBs) which may leak from a trans
former into a receiving stream and 
provide long-term damage to the 
water course. 

c. Mine waters that run off after 
heavy rains or leachate from a munici
pal or chemical landfill that continu
ously or periodically leak out to con
taminate the surface water. Some
times, this is a natural phenomenon 
and other times it is occasioned by 
new construction or by manufactur
ing operations existing in the flood 
plain. 

d. Periodic dumping by tourists 
or park personnel of trash and wastes 
which contribute to the runoff and 
pollution. Sites that are frequently 
used should have waste containers or 
rolloffs to collect and hold this trash. 

The preservation of future ahinking,_ 
water supplies and ground water 
protection is the ultimate goal of 
hazardous material (haz/mat) cleanup 
and is the reason why it must be done 
promptly by the states and federal 
governments through CERCLA 
(Superfund). 

Ground water is contaminated by 
the percolation of rain water through 
a permeable soil leaching out im
purities which subsequently contami
nate the saturated zone (ground 
water). This causes pollution which 
may take years to clean up, if possible, 

and preclude the use of this water for 
potable use. In the United States, the 
West and South do not have unli
mited quantities of ground water, 
hence whatever and wherever it is, it 
must be protected. 

This contamination may occur as 
a result of natural impurities which 
are solubilized and are carried in 
solution form into the ground water. 
Some of these might include lead, 
barium, berrylium, selenium, cop
per, iron, manganese. Others, 
which are dumped onto the ground 
or placed in landfills that are not 
constructed with liners and im
permeable barriers can find their 
way into the ground water either 
because of gravity differences (for 
example - chlorinated hydrocarbons) 
or because the former use of the sub
stance has turned the chemical or 
material into a water soluble form 
(for example - chromium, silver). 
Some organic materials such as al
cohols and acetates exhibit a limited 
solubility in water which will enable 
them to be carried into the aquifer. 

Specific Areas of Concern to 
Park Personnel 

From a practical review of what 
may occur in a park, some specific 
areas of concern to park personnel 
are: 

1. Leaking PCB Tra7isformers 
This problem has sometimes 
been caused by vandals who 
shoot transformers with 
hunting rifles and by people 
running into the transformer 
cooling fins with their cars. 
Any PCB transformer or 
piece of equipment must be 
identified, labeled, protected 
and secured by vaults, 
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berms or dikes around 
them. The use of cement or 
pipe posts around the cor
ners or fencing them in with 
a chain-link fence will also 
protect them from the pub
lic. 

2. Waste Oils 
Collecting waste oils from 
vehicles and equipment 
should be done under con
trolled circumstances, keep
ing in mind that eventually 
waste oils will be treated as 
hazardous wastes. Make 
certain that maintenance 
personnel understand that 
if waste oil is to be recycled, 
it must not be contaminated 
with chlorinated hydrocar
bons or cleaners containing 
these solvents or other toxic 
materials. The reason is the 
low temperature combus
tion of waste oils containing 
chlorinated solvents may 
ultimately form carbonyl 
chloride (phosgene). Phos
gene is a dangerous chemi
cal which can pose a threat 
to human and animal life. 
Waste oils must be collected 
correctly, labeled, stored 
and disposed of through 
approved disposal firms or 
oilrecyclers. 

3. Underground Tanks and Lines 
The 1984 amendments to 
RCRA Leaking Under
ground Storage Tank regula
tions (called LUST) have 
already gone into effect. 
There will be a timetable of 
activities to monitor LUST 
over the next three years. 

77ns sorbent boom is used to contain a spill in a park. 

All owners of underground 
tanks by May 8, 1986, will 
have to notify the desig
nated state agency of the 
existence, size, location and 
type of each tank. Under
ground storage tanks are 
defined as tanks, including 
underground piping, that 
are more than 10% (by vol
ume) below the surface of 
the ground. In addition, 
there is a requirement for 
future regulations by May 9, 
1987, which may place addi
tional burdens on tank own
ers. Park personnel should 
survey each area to develop 
the necessary information 
pertinent to underground 
tanks and review the Federal 
Tank Law of 1984 (PL #98-
616). Make sure all tanks are 
identified properly and have 
caps or covers to make them 
secure. 

4. Combustible/Flammable Materials 
There is sometimes a ten
dency to store combustible/ 

flammable substances casu
ally, if only for the logic that 
it has been done this way for 
years and nothing has hap
pened. Even small contain
ers inside a park building 
can leak enough liquid to 
bring vapors into the lower 
explosive limit (LEL) range 
of the substance. Operators 
and other personnel should 
keep in mind the "fire-
triangle" and not treat fuels 
or solvents in a cavalier fash
ion. All of these containers 
should be properly labeled 
and stored. Only approved 
containers should be used to 
store or transport fuels and 
solvents. Small containers 
that are found in the park 
should be drained and dis
posed of properly in closed, 
metal trash containers. 

5. Accumulation of known and 
unknown drums in garages, 
storage sheds and inven
tories leads to a practice of 
never throwing anything 
away. 
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In many operations, there is a 
tendency to save anything that may 
have a future use or potential value. 
Items such as insecticides, paints, 
cleaners, full drums of unknown 
substances, lubricating oils, anti
freeze (used and unused) begin to 
collect and then, surprisingly, some
times reach half a truck load in quan
tity before anything is done. 

Park Personnel Safety 
It should be evident to anyone 

reading this article that protection of 
people is the top priority when deal
ing with hazardous wastes, both 
known and unknown. 

There are several things to keep in 
mind when there is a "find" or a 
report on hazardous wastes or mat
erials. 

1. Don't charge into an area 
that is contaminated or where there 
is visible evidence of a spill or release 
of toxic or unknown chemicals. 
(Odors, gases, fumes, ground or 
water discoloration, dead animals, 
reactions to water, a cloud of colored 
vapors can all be indications of po
tential hazards). 

2. Unless you have back-up 
personnel and proper protective 
clothing or equipment, DO NOT 
enter the suspected zone of contami
nation. Notify or report incident, 
evacuate area immediate to site and 
downwind, post the area with signs 
or cordon-off. 

3. Activate your Contingency 
Plan and proceed with the notifica
tion section. Call in a professional 
clean-up contractor and support 
personnel, call the National Re
sponse Center at 800-424-8802 and 
also the appropriate state agency 
dealing with spill response. 

4. Don't assume anything 
when dealing with chemicals or 
hazardous wastes. Report only facts 
that you have been told or have seen 
for yourself. If not certain, have 
someone investigate (from a dis
tance using field glasses) and report 
back to you with the facts. 

5. Make certain that you un
derstand the limitations of the pro
tective clothing and equipment you 
are wearing. Know your own limits 
and try not to second-guess your
self. Above all, don't play "Batman 
and Robin" around hazardous 
chemicals or wastes. Use good judg
ment and care; try to determine 
exact location, amounts and danger 
before committing anyone to enter 
the contaminated zone. 

Environmental Audit 
What park personnel should do is 

account for everything that is 
hazardous that comes into their op
eration and everything in whatever 
form that goes out. By determining 
what is in use or in inventory, you 
should be able to "account" for all of 
these hazardous materials. Make 
certain your purchasing staff request 
a "Materials Safety Data Sheet" on 
each product they purchase from 
the supplier or manufacturer. 

Personnel Training 
All personnel should receive 

some type of classroom training to 
help them understand the aspects 
of handling hazardous substances, 
health, safety and compliance with 
regulations. Periodic training under 
OSHA or Right-to-Know should 
also be stressed. In many instances, 
hie to the inherent dangers from 
hazardous chemicals, this type of 

training will be essential in the same 
fashion as CPR and First-Aid train
ing. 

There can be a lot of potential 
problems in parks, especially if they 
become dumping grounds for toxic 
wastes and/or hazardous materials. 
The parks are not sacred and a small 
part of the population wouldn't care 
if they were used as dumping sites. 
Hence, the managing of environ
mental health hazards in the park 
systems truly protects life and the 
erririronment. 

Thomas F. Dalton, FAIC, is a private 
consultant for cleanup contractors, en
gineering firms, insurance groups, legal 
firms and private industry. He is also a 
peer reviewer for the U.S. Environmen
tal Protection Agency. Dalton has aB.S. 
Degree in Chemistry/Biology, an 
M.B.A. in Business Ma7iagement and a 
Ph.D. in Environmental Science. 
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The Rational Use of Pesticides in Park and 
Recreation Areas 
By Michael A. Ruggiero 

Pesticides are designed to kill or 
alter the growth of living things. 
They are called insecticides when 
their target is insects, herbicides 
when their target is plants, fun
gicides when their target is fungi 
(molds, rusts, etc.), and rodenticides 
when their target is rodents. Pes
ticides may be produced from natur
ally occurring products of flowers 
(pyrethrum), inorganic chemicals 

(boric acid, silica aerogel), organic 
chemicals (carbamates, organophos-
phates, organochlorines), living or
ganisms (microbials) or other 
sources. The relative hazard of pes
ticides to humans results from a 
combination of toxicity, the concen
tration of the pesticide required to 
produce an adverse effect; and expo-
sure, the amount of pesticide that 
actually reaches the target cell, tissue 

or organ. 

Toxicity may be acute (short term) 
or chronic (long term). Generally, 
the insecticides and rodenticides are 
acutely toxic to humans at lower 
concentrations than herbicides and 
fungicides. Symptoms of acute 
toxicity include dizziness, nausea, 
internal hemorrhaging, convulsions 
and death. 

Acute toxicity results because in
secticides and rodenticides affect 
human cells, tissues and organs in 
the same way that they affect target 
pests. More pesticide is required to 
produce similar results in humans 
because humans are larger than in
sects and rodents. Chronic toxicity 
may be a problem with pesticides, 
including herbicides and fungicides, 
that normally have low acute toxic
ity. These effects may include tissue 
and organ damage, cancer, birth 
defects in offspring and death. 

Exposure is related to persistence, 
the length of time that the pesticide 
remains in the environment exerting 
its effects; to the amount of pesticide 
used; and to absorption, the amount 
of pesticide that is taken in through 
the body by various routes (e.g., 
skin, eyes, respiratory tract and 
mouth). Toxicity and persistence 
are inherent in pesticide products 
and usually, they are controlled by 
the applicator's choice of pesticide. 
Amount and absorption are control
led by the applicator's use of pes
ticide, use of safety equipment and 
use of precautions to minimize 
human exposure. 

Theoretically, a highly toxic pes
ticide that degrades instantly or a non
toxic pesticide that has a relatively 
long persistence is less hazardous to 
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humans than a moderately to highly 
toxic pesticide with medium to long 
persistence. A nontoxic pesticide that 
degrades instantly presents the least 
hazard to humans. Table 1 lists low-
hazard pesticides that have been used 
in national parks. 

Planning is important to a success
ful pest management program and it 
can also minimize hazards to humans 
and the environment. A strategy 
called integrated pest management 
(IPM) was introduced in the National 
Park Service in 1979 to allow proper 
planning, to minimize the hazards 
and to maximize the effectiveness of 
pest control efforts. IPM is a decision 
making process with four major com
ponents: monitoring, establishing 
thresholds, acting and evaluating. 

Monitoring requires observations 
of the pest in its environment includ
ing where and when it eats, sleeps, 
drinks and mates; how its population 
is increasing or decreasing; and what 
damage it is causing. First, the pest 
must be identified and then its habits 
must be recorded. Simple observa
tions or detailed collection schemes 
may be used. 

Thresholds refer to levels of dam
age caused by pest populations. They 
may be established and published or 
they may have to be devised for a 
particular situation. An injury level is 
the level at which intolerable damage 
occurs. This may be loss in yield of an 
agricultural crop, structural damage 
to a house, adverse health effects to 
humans or degradation of aesthetics. 
The manager should establish the 
threshold based upon management 
objectives for the area and based 
upon sound scientific information. 

Pesticide 

Ammonium sulfamate 

Bacillus thuringiensis 

Boric acid 

Dormant oil 

Freezing compound 

Glyphosate 

Lime sulfur 

Pyrethroid compounds 

Silica aerogel 

Soap (insecticidal) 

Class 

Herbicide 

Insecticide 

Insecticide 

Insecticide 

Insecticide 

Herbicide 

Fungicide 

Insecticide 

Insecticide 

Insecticide 

Use 

Nonspecific weed control (stump treatment and 
foliar application) 

Leaf eating caterpillars 

Ants, cockroaches, and silverfish 

Aphids and scales 

Wasps and yellowjackets 

Nonspecific weed control (foliar application) 

Plant diseases 

Many insects 

Many crawling insects 

Aphids, scales, whiteflies, mealy bugs, and mites 

Figure 1. Procedure to be followed when considering the use of a pesticide in a national park. 
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An action level is below an injury 
level; it is the level at which action 
should be taken to prevent tire pest 
population from increasing to the 
injury level. A key element of this 
component is the ability to tolerate a 
pest population that does not inter
fere with management objectives. 
This also ensures that natural enemies 
of the pest will remain in the area and 
that the number of treatments can be 
reduced. 

Tire prairie dog can be 
used to illustrate the threshold con
cept. In natural parks, large popula
tions of prairie dogs are tolerated and 
allowed to fluctuate naturally. In 
some historical parks, where prairie 
dogs threaten cultural resources with 
their burrowing, small, stable popula
tions are desirable. In areas of high 
visitor use, prairie dog populations 
may be controlled for public health 
reasons. 

The action component includes all of 
the treatments used to maintain the 
pest population below the injury 
level. These actions may include 
physical, biological and chemical 
treatments and education. National 
Park Service policies require that non-
chemical treatments be considered 
before chemical pesticides are used. 

Physical treatments may entail 
excluding the environment or making 
it unfavorable for the pest by plugging 
holes, sealing cracks and crevices and 
removing food and water sources to 
control rats, mice and cockroaches; 
removing moisture damaged wood 
to control carpenter ants; or installing 
screens and doors to control house-
flies. Physical treatments may include 
removing pests by digging, cutting or 
pulling weeds; vacuuming insects; 

pruning diseased plants and trapping 
rodents. 

Biological treatments may include 
allowing naturally occurring living 
organisms such as beetles, flies, 
wasps, bacteria and fungi to control 
pest populations or introducing such 
organisms into the population. Edu
cation is a very effective nonchemical 
tool, especially when a perceived pest 
is not causing significant damage. 

Chemical treatments should be 
used with extreme caution in parks 
and recreational areas. Generally, 
these areas contain very fragile and 
sensitive natural resources as well as 
many people. The people can be di
vided into two groups — those who 
apply pesticides and those who do 
not. 

Those who apply pesticides have 
the advantage of knowing which pes
ticides are being used, which safety 
precautions are necessary and which 
safety equipment should be used. 
They have the disadvantage of having 
the highest probability of exposure to 
the chemical. Individuals who do not 
apply pesticides have the advantage 
of a lower potential for exposure to 
the chemical. But, they do not know 
the relative danger of the pesticides 
applied and they do not wear protec
tive equipment. Many people visit 
parks and some extremely sensitive 
individuals such as the very young 
and the very old, may be exposed to 
these cliemicals. 

When choosing a pesticide, the 
following characteristics must be con
sidered: acute and chronic toxicity, 

persistence in tire environment, mo
bility in the environment, quantity to 
be applied and effectiveness. It is 
most desirable to use tire least amount 

of the most effective pesticide — one 
that has the least acute and chronic 
toxicity to nontarget organisms and 
tire least persistence and mobility in 
the environment. Frequently, a com
bination of treatments is used to man
age pest populations in national 
parks. 

Evaluation of all components of the 
IPM program should be an ongoing 
operation that assures quality and 
accuracy of the monitoring program, 
precision in establishing the threshold 
levels and appropriate treatments 
that nrinimize the risk of damage to 
human health and the environment. 

When Pesticides Should Be 
Used 

Several situations may require the 
use of pesticides. Where nroiritoring 
shows that pest populations have 
reached action levels and ironclremi-
cal treatments are not practical, feasi
ble or effective, then chemical treat
ments may be used. The following 
situations in parks nearly always re
quire chemical treatments. However, 
chemical heatments should always 
be accompanied by nonchemical 
heatments. 

1. Wood-Destroying Organisms 

Wood-deshoying organisms such 
as subterranean termites, wood bor
ing beetles and carpenter ants usually 
require chemical heatments. The 
chemical heatments should always 
be accompanied by physical heat
ments (e.g., breaking contact be
tween soil and wood with termites 
and reducing wood moisture with 
wood boring beetles and carpenter 
arits). 

Generally, professional pest conhol 
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operators are contracted to perform 
these treatments in parks. It is impera
tive that your contract describe the 
exact details of the treatment you 
want. Contractors should be required 
to show an active infestation, to use 
the least toxic pesticides available, to 
treat the smallest area possible, to 
follow all pesticide label directions 
and to make recommendations about 
physical control methods. The con
tractor's performance should be mon
itored by someone who is know
ledgeable about structural pest man
agement. 

Wood drat is pressure-treated with 
pesticides is used commonly in parks 
and recreation areas. These products 
have come under close scrutiny re
cently because of their potential ad
verse effects on human health. Pres
sure-treated wood should be used 
only where necessary. In many cases, 
products such as concrete, metal, 
plastic and decay-resistant wood may 
be substituted for pressure-treated 
wood. 

Wood usually needs pressure treat
ment if it is a structural support and if 
it is in contact with tire ground. Vari
ous types of pressure-heated wood 
are available for various uses, i.e., 
depending on whether the wood is 
used in the ground or on the ground. 
Pressure-heated wood that is used in 
the ground contains a higher concen
tration of pesticide than wood that is 
used on the ground. Pressure-heated 
wood should not be used when it is 
likely that humans will come in con
tact with it. For example, it should not 
be used for the tops of picnic tables, 
handrails or the upper surfaces of 
boardwalks. 

2. Commensal Rodents 

Removing garbage, food and water 
will help control rats and mice that 
live in or near houses. Patching holes 
and cracks in houses will prevent 
rodents horn entering dwellings. 
Traps can be used to reduce and 
monitor rodent populations. 

Rodenticides are usually used to 
reduce rat populations while reduc
ing heir habitat. Only rodenticides 
that have a relatively low toxicity to 
other animals should be used as part 
of an IPM program. They should be 
placed in active burrows only. Roden
ticides should not be used indoors; 
they can be particularly hazardous to 
cliildren and pets. Rodents ha t have 
ingested poisons can die in the house, 
produce obnoxious odors and attract 
insects that feed on carcasses (and 
fur, wool and leather!). 

If professional pest controllers per
form this function, they should do 
more than just replenish rodent baits 
monthly. They should find the source 
of the problem, recommend correc
tive procedures and be allowed to 
apply rodenticides only when abso
lutely necessaiy. 

3. Cockroaches 

CcKkroaches are one of the most 
common pests in parks and recreation 
areas. Their infestations should be 
monitored and sources of infestation 
identified. Harborage, water and food 
should be removed to tire extent pos
sible. Once this has been done a pes
ticide may be needed to control the 
existing infestation. Pesticide grade 
boric acid has been an effective pes
ticide against cockroaches in many 
circumstances. The product has a 
relatively low toxicity but a long per

sistence; it must be placed in cracks 
and crevices only and out of contact 
with humans and pets. 

If contractors are used for cock
roach control, they should be re
quired to locate infestations and pin
point the sources of the problem. 
They should be required to use boric 
acid crack and crevice treatments 
under most circumstances and prohi
bited from spraying baseboards on a 
routine schedule. They should also 
be required to recommend physical 
changes to the structure that will 
make it less favorable to roaches. 

4. Exotic Plants 

There are some exotic (introduced) 
plants in parks that are so aggressive 
that they threaten the integrity of nat
ural ecosystems. In addition to physi
cally controlling the plants through 
cutting, burning and mowing, it is 
sometimes necessary to use chemical 
treatments. When necessary, the least 
toxic chemical should be used and 
applied to the smallest area possible. 
Chemical treatment of cut stumps or 
wick application of herbicide to 
foliage are good ways to maximize 
the effectiveness of the treatment 
while minimizing the use of pes
ticides. 

These are a few examples of situa
tions when chemical pesticides are 
used in the National Park System. No 
pesticide registered by the U.S. En
vironmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
should pose a significant risk to hu
mans or the environment when it is 
used according to the label instruc
tions. However, the fact that not 
eveiy conceivable effect has been 
studied under all conditions leaves a 
degree of uncertainty. Parks and rec-
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reation areas require special consider
ation because of the sensitive environ
ments they protect and tire number 
of humans they accommodate. Select
ing the pesticide with the least overall 
hazard provides the greatest margin 
of safety. When pesticides are used, 
all EPA label instructions regarding 
use and disposal should be followed. 
Safety equipment should always be 
worn to protect the major routes 
through which pesticides enter the 
body. 

Procedures Necessary for 
Using Pesticides in National 
Parks 

Figure 1 describes the procedure 
that a manager should follow when 
considering the use of a pesticide in a 
national park. Once a park manager 
selects a pesticide, regional and 
Washington offices must review and 
approve the pesticide application. 
This stringent review system pro
vides the National Park Service with 
the greatest margin of safety when 
the use of pesticides is necessary to 
preserve unique natural and cultural 
resources. 

The Manager's Role in 
Pesticide Use 

The park manager is responsible 
for pest management practices in the 
park. The manager must protect re
sources from destruction by pests 
while protecting resources, staff and 
visitors from pest management prac
tices. Tire manager can succeed by 
incorporating IPM principles into all 
pest management decisions. 

The following steps will help tire 
manager implement IPM and protect 

resources and people by minimizing 
the hazards associated with the use of 
pesticides. 

1. Tire manager should become 
familiar with the principles and prac
tices of IPM. These principles and 
practices were adopted by the federal 
government in 1979, and incorpo
rated into Department of the Interior 
and National Park Service policies. 

2. The manager should appoint an 
IPM coordinator for the park. Prefera
bly, this individual should have a 
background in natural resources and 
a basic knowledge of maintenance 
operations. Tire IPM coordinator 
should meet periodically with 
everyone in tire park who makes deci
sions regarding pest management. 
Typically, this includes personnel 
from maintenance, resources man
agement and research, concessions 
and contracted pest control firms. All 
of these individuals should be aware 
of NPS policies and procedures re
garding IPM and pesticide use. All 
requests for pesticide use should be 
reviewed by the IPM coordinator. 
The manager should ensure that 
haining and information are readily 
available for staff who are directly and 
indirectly involved in pest manage
ment. 

3. The manager should ensure that 
proper safety equipment is available 
for pesticide applicators, that routine 
medical monitoring is available for 
applicators, that visitors are not al
lowed to enter areas where pesticides 
are being used and that pesticides 
and pesticide-contaminated equip
ment are disposed of properly. 

4. The manager should keep re
cords on pesticide use. These records 
should include the date and time of 

application, the name of the 
applicator, the name of the pesticide 
used, the amount of pesticide used 
and the area treated. It is also desira
ble to record environmental condi
tions such as windspeed, tempera
ture and humidity when pesticides 
are applied outdoors. 

Michael A. Ruggiero, Ph.D., is Chief 
Scientist for the Midwest Region of the 
National Park Service. He served as Inte
grated Pest Management Coordinator for 
the National Park Seivice during 1980-81 
and 1983-85. 
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Regulating Hazardous 
Substances 
by Edward A. Kldn 

You hear a pop and notice a puff of 
smoke corning from tire building 
where your electrical transformers 
are housed. A liquid has formed on 
the floor and you wonder if it came 
from those transformers. You are 
having creosote applied to some 
lumber as a wood preservative - you 
have heard of the potential risks and 
wonder whether the park employee 
involved in the treatment is taking 
proper precautions. You have just 
changed the oil in a park vehicle -
what do you do with the waste oil? 

During the past forty years, 
America has undergone a chemical 
revolution. Chemicals and their prod
ucts have become an integrated and 
vital part of our lives. Most of these 
products and their waste by-products 
are not dangerous to human health 
or the environment with proper use 
and disposal. 

But some chemicals can threaten 
not only health and tire environment 
but also the recreational value of our 
land as well. To counter these threats, 
Congress enacted a series of laws 
which have brought about significant 
health and enviromnental improve
ments over the years and which are 
likely to bring about more improve
ments in tire future. What follows is a 
brief account of some of these laws 
which are being implemented by the 
U.S. Enviromnental Protection 
Agency (EPA), and how they affect 
the park and recreational profes
sional. 

Toxic Substances 

Of the more than 60,000 known 
chemical substances in commerce, 
most pose no significant risk to health 
or tire emrironment. But some sub-

ln use for about 50 years, production of polychlorinated biphenyls was banned by EPA because of 
their adverse health effects. 

stances are so toxic that even in mi
nute quantities they can cause death, 
disease, genetic damage or severe 
environmental harm. Polyclrlorinated 
biphenyls (PCB's), dioxin and asbes
tos are among the best known toxic 
materials whose use in earlier years 
still haunts us today. And parklands 
are as likely to reap their legacy as 
anywhere. 

To provide a safeguard against the 
introduction of substances that pre
sent unreasonable risks and to ad
dress the risks posed by existing 
chemicals, Congress passed the Toxic 
Substances Control Act (TSCA) in 
1976. TSCA is intended to identify 
and control chemicals that pose un
reasonable risk to human health or 
environments such as parklands 
through their manufacture, proces
sing, distribution, use or disposal. 
Eight categories of chemical products 
are exempt from TSCA because they 
are regulated under other laws. These 
include pesticides, tobacco, nuclear 
materials, firearms and ammunition, 
food, food additives, drugs and 
cosmetics. (Pesticides are covered by 
EPA under another Act and are dis
cussed later in this article.) 

TSCA has three major components 
— screening new chemicals, gather
ing information on existing chemicals 

to see if the clremicals are harmful 
and controlling existing chemicals 
that pose unacceptable risks. 

In addition to keeping its own 
chemical inventory, EPA also by rule 
requires the chemical industry to re
port on and keep records on the man
ufacture, processing, use and dis
posal of specific chemical substances, 
by-products generated by manufac
ture, the number of people exposed 
in the workplace and other relevant 
information, including notices of sub
stantial risks and significant adverse 
reactions to health and the environ
ment alleged to have been caused by 
a chemical. These reporting require
ments enable EPA to monitor the 
actual environmental and health ef
fects of a substance, and to take 
further action if necessary. 

As park and recreational profes
sionals you should know that you 
can file an allegation with the man
ufacturer of a chemical that you be
lieve is either harmful to human 
health or destructive to our natural 
environment. The manufacturer 
would then be required to maintain a 
record of that allegation for at least 
five years. 

Some toxic substances require spec
ial attention because they are so wide-
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spread in the environment or because 
they pose serious health threats even 
at extremely low levels of contamina
tion. Particularly troublesome sub
stances include PCB's, asbestos and 
dioxin. 

Because of their heat-resistant 
properties, PCB's were used for about 
50 years in some 400,000 electrical 
transformers throughout the country 
as insulating and cooling fluids. How
ever, further production of PCB's 
was banned specifically by TSCA 
because they were found to cause 
adverse reproductive effects, skin 
lesions, developmental effects and 
tumors. 

Fires in PCB electrical transformers 
can cause the transformer to rupture, 
spilling PCB's; incomplete combus
tion of PCB's can create dangerous 
dioxins and furans as by-products. 
Many transformers today do not con
tain PCB's but about 77,000 still do. 
Park and recreation professionals 
should be aware of which transfor
mers contain PCB's (it should say on 
the nameplate located on the back of 
the transformer) and make sure local 
fire fighters have been notified so 
they can take appropriate precautions 
in case of fire. 

Still another source of PCB con
tamination that you may encounter 
could come from leaking fluorescent 
light bulbs manufactured prior to 
1978. All light ballasts manufactured 
since 1978 should be marked by the 
manufacturer with the statement "no 
PCB's." Assume that if there is no 
such statement the ballast does con
tain PCB's. 

Another substance of concern is 
asbestos which, when inhaled by 
human beings, can cause lung cancer 

and mesothelioma, a cancer of the 
membranes lining tire chest and ab
domen. These effects may take many 
years to show up, depending on the 
degree and length of exposure. Ma
terial containing asbestos frequently 
was used in buildings as a fire retar-
dant, insulation or decoration. It was 
often sprayed or troweled onto ceil
ings, rafters and beams, and is often 
found as pipe and boiler insulation. 
Material that contains asbestos is of 
most concern when it is in a "friable" 
condition; that is, if the material can 

Regional Asbestos Coordinator (see 
Who Can You Turn To?). 

If you work in a motor pool, a re
cent announcement should be of in
terest to you. EPA issued an advisory 
to people who handle motor oil. The 
advisory indicates that workers 
should rrririimize skin contact with 
used oil and promptly remove it from 
their skin. This advice is based on a 
study of laboratory mice who were 
exposed to used motor oil on their 
skin for most of their lives and de-

Screening new chemicals and gathering information on existing ones are important components of 
the Toxic Substance Control Act. 

be crumbled or reduced to powder by 
hand pressure. If "friable" materials 
are found in park buildings, the ma
terials should be tested to see if they 
contain asbestos. For further informa
tion and assistance, contact your EPA 

veloped skin cancer. While this one 
study is not conclusive, substances 
found to cause cancer in laboratory 
animals should be treated as if they 
are capable of causing cancer in hu
mans. 
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If you have underground gasoline 
or chemical storage tanks, be aware 
that some of them leak. Leaks cost 
money, can harm water supplies, can 
result in liability claims and most im
portantly, they are preventable. EPA 
recently issued an advisory that pro
vides guidance on how to detect leaks 
and deal with them. Information on 
both used motor oil and leaking un
derground storage tanks can be ob
tained by calling the TSCA hotline 
(see Who Can You Turn To?). 

Pesticides 

Pesticides are chemical or biological 
substances used to control unwanted 
plants, insects, fungi, rodents or bac
teria. About 35,000 products are regis
tered for such use in this country, and 
we use more than a billion pounds of 
these pesticides every year. Park pro
fessionals should be concerned with 
the proper use, storage and disposal 
of these chemicals. (See the Rational 
Use of Pesticides in Park and Recre
ation Areas by Michael A. Ruggiero 
elsewhere in this issue.) 

Pesticides have contributed greatly 
to modem agricultural productivity 
and to improved public health 
through control of disease-carrying 
pests. But, at the same time, many of 
them are extremely toxic and cause 
serious harm, even death, if spilled 
on the skin, inhaled or otherwise mis
used. Some pesticides have caused 
severe damage to wildlife popula
tions. Studies show that certain pes
ticides may also cause longterm ad
verse damage in people. Many pes
ticides persist in the environment 
over long periods of time and have 
been found to accumulate in the tis
sues of people, animals and plants. 
Repeated applications of pesticides 

such as DDT and other chlorinated 
hydrocarbons may also lead to resis
tant pest populations, which then 
may require ever stronger doses for 
control. 

target organisms including fish and 
wildlife; the possibility of acute 
poisoning; tumor formation, birth 
defects, reproductive impairments, 
or other serious health effects; the 

Crop dusting near Calipatria, CA. 

EPA regulates pesticides under 
two laws — the Federal Insecticide, 
Fungicide and Rodenticide Act 
(FIFRA) and the Pesticide Amend
ment to the Federal Food, Drug and 
Cosmetic Act (FFDCA) which deals 
primarily with acceptable residue 
levels for food and feed commodities 
treated with pesticides. 

Under FIFRA, EPA is responsible 
for registering specified uses of pes
ticide products on the basis of both 
safety and benefits. FIFRA requires 
EPA to determine whether a pesticide 
can perform its intended function 
without causing unreasonable ad
verse effects upon human health or 
the environment, while taking into 
account such potential benefits as 
mosquito-free parklands and trails 
free of poison ivy and poison oak. 

In making registration decisions on 
pesticides, EPA requires manufactur
ers to provide a complete body of 
scientific data on the potential for skin 
and eye irritation; hazards to non-

behavior of the chemical in the envi
ronment after application and the 
quantity and nature of residues likely 
to occur in food or feed crops. 

Amendments to FIFRA enacted in 
1972 also require EPA to assess the 
safety of all pesticide chemicals al
ready in use. Most older pesticides 
have less complete scientific data 
bases than are desirable by today's 
standards. Through the required 
registration process, EPA may require 
that older products be tested as exten
sively as new ones. In this way, EPA 
can assure that old and new pes
ticides are held to the same high stan
dards of safety. 

If a pesticide ingredient poses a 
special concern due to a perceived 
health or environmental risk, EPA 
can conduct an intensive risks and 
benefits review. At the conclusion of 
this review, EPA may decide to con
tinue, restrict or cancel pesticide uses 
under consideration. 
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Inspect the labels of those pesticide 
products in use on park property, 
follow their instructions and properly 
dispose of them. They are required 
by law to be accurate. EPA inspectors 
periodically check marketed pesticide 
products for their conformity with 
label claims concerning content, effec
tiveness and safety. Labels also are 
reviewed to ensure that their claims 
agree with those accepted by EPA at 
the time of registration. Penalties for 
non-compliance may range from in
formal notices to manufacturers to 
initiation of civil or criminal proceed
ings. 

Finally, EPA is required to classify 
all pesticide products for either gen
eral or restricted use. General-use 
pesticides are considered safe for use 
by anyone, provided label directions, 
restrictions and precautions are care
fully observed. Restricted pesticides 
such as creosote may be used only by 
persons who have been certified as 
trained applicators. Training and cer
tification is aclministered through 
EPA-approved state pesticide pro
grams. If you are not properly trained 
and certified to apply a restricted pes
ticide, do not apply it. 

Hazardous Wastes 

The numbers alone are over
whelming. We Americans discard 
millions of tons of solid waste every 
year, and we all want it to go some
where else. In the past, it usually did 
"go away." The philosophy was "out 
of sight, out of mind." Through ignor
ance or carelessness, we literally 
dumped waste, trash and garbage 
anywhere, including parklands, re
gardless of the consequences. Now 
we know that irresponsible disposal 
methods can have severe health and 

Superfund authorizes EPA to respond to 

situations or sites that pose a serious danger to 

public health or the environment. 

environmental effects. Improper dis
posal, particularly of hazardous 
wastes such as pesticide residues, 
used motor oil and spent solvents can 
contaminate surface and ground 
water, as well as the air. 

Congress recognized the serious 
problems associated with waste dis
posal, and in 1976 enacted the Re
source Conservation Recovery Act 
(RCRA), which authorized EPA to 
regulate current and future waste 
management and disposal practices. 
Congress was particularly concerned 
about the management of hazardous 
wastes, the careless disposal of which 
we now have learned may lead to the 
contamination of entire neighbor
hoods and communities such as 
Times Beach and Love Canal. 

While RCRA has important provi
sions encouraging sound municipal 
disposal practices and resource recov
ery, EPA's major priority under the 
Act has been the development of 
"cradle to grave" regulations govern
ing the generation, storage, transport, 
treatment and disposal of hazardous 
wastes. Triese wastes include mater
ials that may be toxic, corrosive, ignit-
able or reactive. 

In addition, EPA has authority to 
designate other materials as hazard
ous waste if necessary. EPA recently 
estimated that over 71 billion gallons 
of such wastes are produced every 
year. That amounts to more than a 
ton of waste for every man, woman 
and child in the country. 

A major goal under RCRA is to 
encourage states to develop com
prehensive programs for managing 
non-hazardous solid waste in a vari
ety of circumstances, including parks. 
Every state now has a waste manage
ment agency. EPA has supported 
research and demonstration projects 
to stimulate promising new methods 
of waste disposal, resource/energy 
recovery and innovative technology. 
EPA also has laid out guidelines for 
developing waste management plans 
and is in the process of upgrading 
criteria for safe disposal of non-
hazardous waste in sanitary or 
municipal landfills. 

Hazardous Dump Sites 

While RCRA can help prevent fu
ture Love Canals and similar 
tragedies, it does not address a legacy 
of abandoned dump sites or 
emergencies created by past spills or 
other releases of hazardous sub
stances. To deal with these situations, 
Congress, in 1980, passed the Com-
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prehensive Environmental Response, 
Compensation and Liability Act 
(CERCLA, or "Superfund"). Fi
nanced for the most part by tax on 
chemical manufacturers, Superfund 
sets up a $1.6 billion trust fund over 
five years and gives EPA the authority 
to respond to hazardous substance 
emergencies which threaten public 
health or the environment. 

Superfund authorizes EPA to re
spond immediately to situations or 
sites that pose a serious danger to 
public health or the environment. 
While some emergencies occur be
cause of accidents in the handling or 
transporting of hazardous wastes, 
the vast majority of hazardous waste 
emergencies are the result of improp
er or uncontrolled disposal practices 
in the past. 

Removals are begun in cases of 
imminent danger (oil spills, train de
railments, leaking barrels, fires, explo
sions, etc.). Their objective is to bring 
the situation under control by stabiliz
ing or stopping the release of the 
hazardous substances. The law limits 
immediate removal actions to six 
months and total costs of one million 
dollars unless a special exemption is 
granted. 

Superfund also authorizes EPA to 
take long-term, remedial actions to 
achieve a permanent cleanup of 
hazardous waste sites. Remedial ac
tions are permitted only at sites iden
tified on EPA's National Priorities List 
(NPL). EPA adds sites to the NPL 
after screening and ranking them to 
determine their eligibility. A total of 
541 sites in 47 states and five territories 
are on the final list and another 309 
sites have been proposed. States par
ticipate in site selection and in estab
lishment of cleanup priorities. 

EPA encourages owners to clean 
up abandoned sites voluntarily, but if 
the owners are unknown, or unable 
or unwilling to assume the cleanup 
responsibility, EPA and states will 
perform the work. In such cases, the 
owners may be liable for punitive 
damages of up to triple the costs for 
privately-owned sites, and 50 percent 
for publicly-owned sites. For sites 
where the fund is used and there is 
no identifiable responsible party, 
states are required to share costs for 
the remedial action, agree to maintain 
the remedy at the site and designate 
approved sites to receive wastes re
moved in cleanup operations. A list 
of approved sites can be obtained 
from state waste management agen
cies. 

Both RCRA and Superfund ac
tivities tend to generate intense public 
interest and involvement. Congress 
has been careful to protect the in
terests of affected citizens by includ
ing specific public participation re
quirements in the RCRA statute. Pub
lic participation means that there is 
ample opportunity for citizens to air 
their views, that the public is given an 
opportunity to clearly understand the 
programs and actions proposed, and 
that officials respond substantively 
and in a timely fashion to public con
cerns. RCRA legislation, for example, 
requires EPA and the states to assist 
and encourage public participation in 
the development, revision, im
plementation and enforcement of 
actions taken under its authority. A 
key aspect of any Superfund response 
is to ensure that local citizens' and 
officials' concerns are taken into ac
count and that information about the 
site is widely distributed. 

As park professionals, you can't 

know every aspect of the laws which 
regulate hazardous substances. But 
whether it be PCB's, wood preserva
tives or waste motor oil, you should 
be able to recognize a toxic problem, 
either potential or actual, within your 
park area and address it. To assist 
you, EPA has established a network 
of toll-free telephone hotlines. We 
encourage you to use them when you 
need to. 

Edward A. Klein is the Director of the 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's 
TSCA Assistance Office. 
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Special Food Operations— 
Public Health Considerations 
by Joseph P. Schock and Allen Kingsbury 

Temporary Food Service 
Many national parks find them

selves increasingly involved with fes
tivals, fairs, celebrations or other 
short-term events which attract large 
numbers of visitors. For example, 
there is a one-day chili cook-off at the 
Chattahoochee River National Recre
ation Area in Georgia, a dawn break
fast to watch the Carlsbad Caverns 
bats return and a 10-day Folklife Festi
val in Washington, D.C., co-spon
sored with the Smithsonian Institu
tion. This often means that the visitors 
will be on-site for a number of hours, 
and the sponsors want to provide 
food service for them. Sometimes a 
prime attraction for the visitor is to 
sample unusual foods not available at 
home. 

The public takes for granted that 
this "government-sponsored" food is 
safe to eat. This is true whether the 
food is to be sold or to be given as free 
samples. In order to justify that faith 
there are public health precautions 
that should be observed when mak
ing arrangements for food service. 
Advice and assistance are as close as a 
phone call to the U.S. Public Health 
Service Officer stationed in each 
National Park Service regional office. 
He or she should be involved early in 
the planning stages before food ven
dors are irreversibly committed to 
particular menus or facilities. 

It is inherent in temporary food 
service that services or facilities are 
limited or non-existent. Such things 
as electricity, piped water, sewers 
and suitable buildings are lacking. 
Some of these things can be supplied 
in a limited way. For example, a tent 
or a small electric generator can be 
provided. Unfortunately, the bacteria 

Stainless steel work tables. 
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that cause food poisoning are not 
affected by these same limitations. To 
them, food is food whether it's served 
in a restaurant or in an open field. It is 
unrealistic to believe that you can 
safely produce a full course menu 
under limited field conditions. It's 
risky even to try. The selection of 
foods has to be restricted to match the 
limited facilities and equipment. The 
more elaborate the menu, the more 
handling of the food is required and 
the more opportunities there are for 
something to go wrong. 

Tire kinds of foods of most concern 
are those low-acid, moist, high-pro-
tein foods which readily support tire 
growth of pathogenic micro-organ
isms. For good reason these are called 
"potentially hazardous" foods and 
include meats, fish, poultry, eggs and 
dairy products. Bacteria can multiply 
very rapidly in potentially hazardous 
foods. To prevent hannful growth 
cold foods should be held at 45°F or 
below and hot foods should be held 
at 140°F or above. Ekrriirg preparation 
food should be heated (or cooled) 
rapidly to pass through the unsafe 
temperature zone as quickly as possi
ble. 

Time and temperature are the two 
best defenses against foodborne ill
ness. So one prime concern of the 
vendors should be temperature con
trol. They ask, "How will I keep the 
food cold from the time I buy it, dur
ing transportation to the site, to the 
time of arrival and what about storage 
on site?" For foods which must be 
kept hot during service (for example, 
chili) some kind of gas or electric 
warmer will be needed. Cans of 
sterno placed under chafing dishes 
may work in the dining room, but in 
the outdoors they have little chance 

of keeping the food above the safe 140 
degrees. 

The hot holding device may be as 
simple as an electric crockpot or a 
propane camping stove. For larger 
operations electric "steam" tables or 
display cases can be rented. Commer
cial-size propane stoves (and re
frigerators) are also available. Be 
aware of the need to seek advice from 
the safety officer about the special 
requirements for handling pressure 
containers of flammable gas. Electric
ity is safer if it is available or if 
generators can be provided. 

The source of the food is another 
consideration. Of course, home pre
pared foods are strictly forbidden 
because you have no knowledge of, 
or control over how tire foods were 
prepared, handled or stored. Some 
vendors obtain their prepared foods 
from caterers, restaurants or other 
commercial sources which are 
licensed and inspected by competent 
health authorities. Often, school or 
church kitchens are available for food 
preparation. 

Near Washington, D.C., there is 
even a commercial rent-a-kitchen 
whose sole purpose is to serve as a 
commissary for off-site food prepara
tion. Then you need only be con
cerned about maintaining safe tem
peratures during transportation from 
the kitchen to the site. A refrigerated 
delivery truck is best (and can also 
serve for on-site storage), but clean 
picnic chests cooled with ice are an 
alternative. Unless you have expen
sive, specialized heating equipment, 
it is almost impossible to keep foods 
above 140 degrees during transporta
tion. It is really better in terms of both 
quality control and public health to 

bring food refrigerated and heat it on 
site. 

Some local health jurisdictions re
quire that food be prepared and 
served only from a structure which is 
enclosed by walls or screens on all 
sides and has a roof impervious to 
rain. Tire most common structure is a 
tent/booth. At the very least there 
should be a barrier of tables or coun
ters to segregate the food handling/ 
serving area from the general press of 
people. Unless you have display 
cases and sneeze guards like a 
cafeteria serving line, the front 
counter should be used only to dis
play samples of the food. Tire real 
food should be served safely from the 
back counter. 

Most often the vendors are not 
professional food handlers. Beginners 
have little appreciation for the fact 
that setting up a safe mass-feeding for 
the public is not at all the same as 
tossing together a few things for a 
family picnic. Experience has shown 
that an effective way to overcome this 
handicap is to allot time at a partici
pants' planning meeting for the public 
health officer to describe for the ven
dors in detail the public health consid
erations. Once the vendors see the 
public health reason behind the re
quirements, they are much more will
ing to comply. This is the opportunity 
for the vendors to discuss their pro
posed menu and equipment and 
have their questions answered while 
there is still time to make modifica
tions. "Mcdify'' is the operative 
word. We rarely have to say, "You 
can't serve that food." We prefer to be 
able to recommend equipment and 
procedures for safe handling of the 
desired foods. 
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Thus, all the vendors know what 
the requirements are and that they 
apply to everyone. They have had 
the opportunity to question and dis
cuss alternative menus and methods 
of serving, and ample time to obtain 
the necessary equipment and 
facilities. Nothing comes as a surprise 
on the day of the festival when it is 
too late to make significant changes. 
Most of the public health concerns 
have been taken care of in advance, 
and they can devote full attention to 
their customers. Not coincidentally, 
the park superintendent is now in a 
very tenable position to deal with that 
rare vendor who willfully or negli
gently fails to comply. Ignorance will 
be no excuse. 

Following is a condensed list of 
requirements of which the vendor 
should be made aware: 

1. NO HOME PREPARED 
FOODS. All prepared foods must 
come from a health department-
licensed establishment. Foods that 
require only ininimal handling may 
be prepared on-site, i.e., hot dogs, 
hamburgers, sliced fruit. 

2. Ice used as a food must come 
from a licensed commercial source in 
closed, single-service bags. 

3. Food must be served in or with 
single-service utensils. Only simple 
cooking utensils may be washed and 
re-used, i.e., spatula, tongs, knife, 
etc. 

4. Pre-packaged foods are easier 
and safer to handle. For example, use 
ice cream bars or cups rather than 
dipping bulk ice cream for cones. 

5. Foods on display must be in an 
enclosed case or be individually wrap

ped. Open buffet service is prohi
bited. 

6. Moist, high protein foods con
taining meat, fish, poultry, dairy 
products or eggs must be kept colder 
than 45°F or hotter than 140°F. Be 
sure you have the equipment needed 
to maintain these temperatures. 

7. Provide a means for handwash
ing. A self-contained, portable lava
tory is best. Cloth towels are prohi
bited; use paper towels. 

8. A supply of plastic wrap, waxed 
paper or aluminum foil will come in 
handy. Foods which are not pre-
wrapped must be protected from 
flies, dust, etc. 

9. Individual packets of condi
ments are best. Condiments in dis
pensers are acceptable. Bowls of con
diments are prohibited. 

10. Beverages must be in individual 
containers or in spout-type dispen
sers. Pouring from open pitchers or 
clipping from "tubs" is prohibited. 
Pouring from multiple serving milk 
cartons is also prohibited. 

11. Single-service (disposable) cups 
must be in dispensers or be kept in 
their original container. 

12. Bring cleaning supplies: buck
ets, cloths, sponges, biodegradable 
detergent, bleach for sanitizing. 

13. You may need a container for 
liquid wastes. 

14. If you will be operating at night 
(or indoors), make provision for 
adequate, bright light in food-hand
ling areas. 

Often it is the park that provides 
toilet facilities. Portable construction 

toilets, though not elegant, will meet 
the need. The trick is to place the 
toilets close enough to the booths to 
be convenient, but not so close as to 
make a public health nuisance. If 
handwashing can be placed adjacent 
to the toilets, they will serve the needs 
of both the vendors and the visitors. 
If not, vendors must be told in ad
vance of the need to supply their own 
handwashing facilities. 

Since it is very rare to be able to 
supply piped water to the booths, 
water for food preparation and for 
cleaning will have to be carried from 
the closest approved water system. 
Vendors need to be reminded that 
potable water must be carried in food-
grade containers such as picnic jugs 
or water coolers. Buckets are only 
suitable for wastewater. Remember, 
too, that there may also be a need to 
provide a place for disposal of waste
water resulting from cleanup opera
tions. 

Bed and Breakfast 

The concept of bed and breakfast 
(B&B) overnight lodging facilities is 
becoming increasingly popular in the 
United States. B&B commonly refers 
to the renting out by private citizens 
of several spare bedrooms in their own 
residences and as an added attraction, 
include breakfast in the family 
kitchen, hi the National Park Service 
the B&B is usually proposed in the 
context of leasing an historic structure 
in order to preserve it. There may be a 
fine legal distinction between a B&B 
operated in a private, owner-occupied 
dwelling and a similar food and lodg
ing business conducted in a govern
ment-owned building which may or 
may not be occupied by a mere lessee. 
There could be strong arguments that 
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Close proximity of food booths, workers, customers and traffic Use of portable gas cooking equipment. 

Wooden floor raised above dirt and moisture supports bank of steam kettles. 
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would say such a business is just a 
small-scale restaurant and motel, and 
therefore is subject to the full range of 
public health requirements for such 
operations. Legal niceties aside, there 
are some basic public health and food 
safety principles which should be 
considered for any B&B operation. 

The core of the problem is that the 
historic structure was built without 
benefit of modern materials and has 
likely suffered from lack of mainte
nance. Before the structure is consi
dered for B&B, the first requirement 
is to provide drinking water from a 
safe source and with adequate piping. 
The sewer pipes and disposal system 
must be able to handle the large quan
tities of wastewater produced by 
kitchen and laundry. 

The next difficulty comes in the 
materials and methods used to con
struct the kitchen itself. A commercial 
kitchen is designed to be cleanable; a 
household kitchen is designed to be 
pretty. Some household kitchens 
have tongue and groove walls instead 
of smooth, washable walls (same con
cept for floors). Some have right-
angle, dirt-catching junctures be
tween walls and floors or between 
walls and countertops instead of 
cleanable, coved junctures. Some 
have wooden countertops instead of 
smooth, cleanable, non-absorbent 
stainless steel or formica. These kitch
ens don't have 3-compartment sinks 
for the proper wash/rinse/sanitizing 
of dishes. They don't have a hood 
ventilator above the stove to carry 
away the heat, steam, dirt and grease 
from cooking. 

If the kitchen is not included in the 
defined "historic" portion of the struc
ture, modifications can be made to 

Skidd allows customers to mew foods without contaminating them and blocks wind to keep food tempera
ture above 14tfF. 

arrive at something close to modern 
requirements of cleanability. If that is 
not possible, the next step is to main
tain strict control over the menu. 

The simplest and safest menu 
would be the Continental breakfast; 
that is, juice, coffee, tea, milk and 
commercial pastries. None of these 
foods require cooking and can be 
served with disposable utensils so 
that no dishwashing is required. 

The next step up is to allow only 
foods which are cooked and im
mediately served, such as those that 
make up the traditional breakfast of 
eggs, toast, coffee, milk, tea, pastry, 
bacon, sausage. Foods which are pre
pared ahead of time and held for later 
service (for example, gravy or quiche) 
should be avoided. 

The principle is that the operation 
should be kept small and simple. 

Food service should be limited to 
overnight guests; no walk-ins. Only a 
simple breakfast should be offered; 
no lunches or dinners. 

The final caveat is that for most 
parks this B&B facility will be subject 
to state and local restaurant and lodg
ing laws. Presently, North Carolina is 
the only state which has adopted laws 
specific to B&B. Other states and 
localities are applying standard res
taurant code requirements. It is, of 
course, best to have considered all 
this prior to signing the lease. Again, 
the services and advice of your Re
gional Public Health Service Consul
tant should be sought early in the 
planning process. 

Joseph P. Scliock is Chief and Allen Kings
bury is Assistant Chief of the National 
Park Service's Environmental Sanitation 
Program. 
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Acid Rain's Multiple Impacts: 
Reasons For Concern 
by Rosemary Furfey 

What do crumbling marble statues, 
reduced growth in spruce trees, and 
increased risk of respiratory disease 
have in common? They are all evi
dence of damage caused by air pollu
tion. These impacts are recurring 
throughout the country to man-made 
and natural resources, as well as ad
versely affecting human health. 

A complex mix of air pollutants, 
commonly termed "acid rain," have 
been linked to these and other dam
ages. Although the full extent of its 
potential impacts are still unknown, 
acid rain has gained national attention 
as one of this country's most threaten

ing environmental problems. Scien
tists have been able to link this evi
dence of damage to transported air 
pollutants. 

However, many technical and 
economic questions remain un
answered which prevents develop
ment of a national air pollution control 
strategy to adequately address this 
problem, hi most cases, effects are 
not easily determined because im
pacts are subtle and difficult to meas
ure, and may take years to reveal the 
full extent of damage. Scientific uncer
tainty about the causes and effects of 
acid rain has prevented the develop-

Fog and cloud moisture contains higlwr concentrations of acidic compounds. 

ment of a comprehensive strategy to 
limit acid deposition. Controls are 
expensive and who will pay for clean
up measures and development of 
new control technologies? 

Individual states are beginning to 
enact legislation to control damaging 
levels of air pollutants. Yet many 
would argue that this piecemeal 
approach is inadequate and that a 
national program is necessary to 
adequately address the problem. 

Transported Air Pollutants 

Acid rain, more accurately termed 
acid deposition, is produced by the 
burning of fossil fuels such as coal, 
oil, diesel and gasoline by industrial 
facilities and power plants; and 
mobile sources such as automobiles, 
buses, trucks and aircraft. Sulfur and 
nitrogen oxide byproducts of fossil 
fuel combustion form the basis for 
chemical reactions in the atmosphere 
that produce wet acidic deposition in 
the form of rain, snow and fog, as 
well as dry deposition of acidic parti
cles. As meteorologic weather pat
terns carry pollutants away from their 
sources they can be transformed 
through complex chemical processes 
into secondary pollutants: ozone and 
airborne fine particles such as sulfates 
and nitrates. Elevated levels of photo
chemical oxidants such as ozone are 
produced through the suruTght-driven 
chemical interaction of nitrogen 
oxides and hydrocarbons. 

Until recently, air pollution was 
primarily considered a local problem. 
Today scientists are able to describe 
meteorological patterns which move 
air pollutants hundreds of miles from 
their points of origin. These trans
ported pollutants are carried across 
state and national boundaries where 
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they affect sensitive human popula
tion groups and natural resources in 
distant locations. Sdentific emphasis 
is shifting from investigations of local 
impacts due to point-source air pollu
tion to determining what role multi
ple pollutants on a regional scale may 
play in altering ecosystem processes 
and impacting human health. 

Threats to Human Health and 
Other Resources 

Primary air quality standards were 
developed to protect human health 
and are based on impacts resulting 
from inhalation of gaseous air pollut
ants. Sdentists are currently inves
tigating the unique toxicology of acid 
deposition-related pollutants affect
ing sensitive human populations. 
Studies reveal that when different 
pollutants are combined their impacts 
appear to become aggravated and 
unpredictable, and may act together 
synergistically to increase the risk of 
respiratory disease. 

Direct health effects on certain high 
risk groups such as asthmatics and 
smokers have been linked to sulfur 
dioxide exposure which can lead to 
the development of chronic bronchitis 
and lung cancer. Nitric acid as well as 
fine particulate matter can cause 
higher rates of bronchoconstriction 
and respiratory illness. 

Numerous studies have investi
gated the synergistic impacts of mix
tures of highly acidic gases and parti
cles in ambient air. Epidemiological 
studies have revealed that individuals 
with chronic cardiac and/or respira
tory disease are especially at risk from 
combined effects of S0 2 and particles. 

Indirect health effects can be 
caused by the increased solubility of 

metals in both surface and shallow 
groundwater which has become 
acidified. Increased acidity may leach 
lead and copper out of the pipes 
which carry chinking water supplies. 
Some scientists argue that current 
national ambient air quality standards 
(NAAQS) do not adequately address 
the potential health impacts caused 
by acid deposition pollutants. Some 
states advocate a short-term, one-
hour standard for S0 2 and N 0 2 to 
protect sensitive population groups. 

Historically significant buildings 
and monuments are slowly de
teriorating as acid rain and related 
pollutants cause such ubiquitous 
sights as green streaking on bronze 
statues and crumbling of marble and 
masonry. Damages range from a de
crease in gloss to loss in detail on 
statues, to erosion of inscriptions on 
gravestones and other memorials to 
extensive pitting, channelling and 
discoloration. While costs of such 
impacts on a national scale have yet 
to be calculated, the steady erosion 
and degradation of cultural resources 
in urban and rural areas relentlessly 
continues, thereby adding another 
complex dimension to the acid rain 
debate. 

Forest Resources Threatened 

Initial concern about the impact of 
acid deposition on aquatic resources 
has now expanded to include forest 
damages as well. Rapid, widespread 
and synchronous decline of numer
ous forest tree species has been 
documented in Germany and air pol
lution is being studied as a stress fac
tor causing the current forest decline. 
In 1984, German forest inventories 
revealed that over 50 percent of the 
country's forests exhibited a range of 

decline symptoms. Germans use the 
term "Waldsterben" to describe this 
dramatic phenomena of dying 
forests. 

Today four hypotheses are being 
investigated as possible stress 
mechanisms causing the cuirent Ger
man forest decline: 

1) the almninum toxicity theory 
considers damage may occur as 
a result of increased levels of 
aluminum and heavy metals 
which have been mobilized by 
acid deposition witliin the soil 
profile; 

2) the gaseous pollutant theory 
proposes that ozone in conjunc
tion with other air pollutants is 
causing foliar injury; 

3) deficiencies of magnesium in 
plant foliage has led scientists to 
believe this nutrient may be un
available to the plant because it is 
being leached out of the soil by 
acid deposition; and 

4) tire general stress hypothesis 
considers that air pollutants 
damage the plant's photo-
synthetic processes which in 
turn disrupt other plant func
tions. 

Germany has initiated new air pol
lution emission control standards 
coupled with major research pro
grams investigating the forest decline 
phenomena. 

Regional forest declines are cur
rently being documented in North 
America. High elevation stands of 
red spruce (Picea rubens) are ex
periencing growth declines through
out the Appalachian Mountains and 
regional air pollutants are being consi-
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Tall stacks increase the dispersion of sulfur dioxides and nitrogen oxides 
over a large geographic area. 

High elevation spruce-fir ecosystems are exhibiting decline patterns 
which cannot be readily attributed to common causes. 

dered as a possible stress factor. De
cline patterns have been documented 
in the past but the current phenomena 
cannot be attributed to a single stress 
mechanism. Scientists are studying 
the chemistry of fog and cloud mois
ture in an effort to better understand 
its potential impact on spruce-fir 
ecosystems. High concentrations of 
acidic pollutants have been found in 
cloud and fog moisture which bathe 
high elevation spruce-fir ecosystems 

throughout the year. Conifer trees 
efficiently intercept cloudwater and 
may be adversely affected by the 
lower pH levels found in this mois
ture together with high concentra
tions of nitrogen compounds or 
heavy metals such as lead. 

Forest ecologists and pathologists 
are just beginning to decipher the 
complex pathways of nutrient cycling, 
growth dynamics and plant re

sponses to stress within a forest 
ecosystem. In the forest, individual 
trees are exposed to many stress fac
tors such as drought, insect out
breaks, fire, disease and timber har
vesting. During the first two-thirds of 
the 20th century, air pollutants were 
only considered to be exerting 
localized acute effects on vegetation, 
primarily near point-sources of pollu
tion. Sulfur dioxide, floride com
pounds and numerous heavy metals 
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(such as lead, copper and zinc) were 
of primary concern. Forest areas 
within a certain radius or downwind 
of the source were affected and in 
many cases resulted in the mortality 
of sensitive trees. 

Today's focus has shifted from local 
impacts to tire subtle, less dramatic 
influences of regional-scale air pollut
ants which can alter forest processes 
hundreds of kilometers from tire pol
lutant source. Tire regional air pollut
ants of greatest concern include 
photochemical oxidants such as 
ozone, heavy metals (such as cad
mium, cobalt, copper and lead) and 
acid deposition, most importantly 
sulfuric and nitric acids. Ozone and 
sulfuric and nitric acids are termed 
"secondary" pollutants because they 
are not emitted directly into the ab
out form in the atmosphere when 
theb precursors are present. Ozone is 
formed in the presence of riitrogen 
oxides and hydrocarbons, and sul
furic and nitric acids have sulfur 
dioxide and nibogen dioxide as pre
cursors. Rural monitoring in remote 
forest areas reveals high levels of 
these pollutants which can influence 
forest ecosystems far from the pollut
ant source. 

The most comprehensive inter
disciplinary field study investigating 
the impacts of regional air pollutants 
on a forest ecosystem has been con
ducted by the U.S. Forest Service in 
the San Bernardino Mountains of 
southern California. Early evidence 
of damage to sensitive pine species in 
the mountains appeared as chlorotic 
mottle on needles, terminal tip die-
back and abscission of needles. Re
searchers identified the ozone compo
nent of photochemical smog as tire 
principal cause of the chlorotic decline 
in ponderosa pine bees (Pinus pon-

derosa Laws). Long-term studies were 
conducted to characterize the chronic 
effects of photochemical oxidants on 
the western mixed conifer forest 
ecosystem. Sensitive pine species 
were found to have smaller diameters 
and diminished height growth. This 
reduction and mortality of pines due 
to air pollution has limited tire poten
tial for timber production in tire San 
Bernardino Mountains. In addition, 
researchers have documented succes-
sional changes in species composition 
and regeneration patterns within the 
forest during the past decade. 

Other studies conducted in the 
Blue Ridge Mountains of Vbginia and 
in the Midwest have revealed that 
several bee species are also sensitive 
to low-level ambient afr pollution con-
cenbations. In particular, eastern 
white pines {Pinus strobus) are sensi
tive to elevated ozone concenbations, 
as well as mixtures of pollutants such 
as a combination of ozone and sulfur 
dioxide. 

Role of Resource Manager 

What role should resource mana
gers assume while scientists continue 
to investigate various aspects of the 
acid deposition phenomenon? Tire 
impacts of chronic, low-level regional 
ab pollutants are very subtle and dif
ficult to measure. On a day-to-day 
basis, it may seem difficult, if not im
possible, to assess ab pollution dam
age. Resource managers operate 
under very tight financial consbaints 
without exba funds to develop ab 
pollution impact assessment pro
grams. Tire key may be to incorporate 
techniques to investigate potential air 
pollution impacts into existing pro
grams, field operations and educa
tional initiatives. 

Forest managers can begin by care
fully assessing forest health and 
monitoring changes within the forest 
ecosystem. Managers should identify 
local and regional sbess factors wlrich 
influence bee growth and develop
ment, as well as how these may man-
best themselves. Techniques and 
methodologies to detect subtle 
changes in forest growth will need to 
be refined and field tested. In addi
tion, long-term monitoring will be 
necessary to assess how individual 
species respond to various sbess fac
tors. 

Resource managers should encour
age and solicit cooperative scientific 
research. Such projects may be 
funded by the federal government or 
private industry. Rural ab quality 
monitoring is of crucial importance so 
that accurate deteirrrmation can be 
made of ambient rural ab pollution 
concenbations which forest systems 
are being exposed to on an annual 
basis. 

Education is of crucial importance 
and managers must stay informed 
about current scientific research re
sults. Individuals should join organi
zations which are active in sponsoring 
research, promoting exchange of sci
entific information and supporting 
emission conbol sbategies which 
address the bansport of regional ab 
pollutants. 

Rosemary Purfey is an environmental 
planner with the Division of Air Quality 
Control for the Massachusetts Department 
of Environmental Quality Engineering. 
She specializes in air pollution impacts to. 
terrestrial resources. 
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Noise 
by Edward } . DiPolvere 

Sound is everywhere, ft can be the 
song of a bird, the gentle patter of 
rain, the crash of thunder or the 
agonizing scream of a jet airplane 
taking off. Sound can be a pleasure or 
a curse. 

Noise, on the other hand, is a 
sound which is unwanted. It is a fonn 
of pollution. A loud explosion can 
shatter your eardrums. And a con
stant din can shatter your nerves. But 
sound can affect you in numerous 
other ways, and can literally make 
you physically ill. 

This is not a modem theory. The 
word "noise" comes from the same 
Latin root as the word "nausea." 
Also, numerous recent scientific tests 
have shown that noise has definite 
harmful physical effects. 

Nothing ever goes in one ear and 
out the other. All sound is instantly 
transmitted to the brain and to almost 
every nerve, gland and organ in your 
body. In fact, sound doesn't only "go 
in" your ear. It can penetrate directly 
through your skull and your torso. 

The result of any loud sound is to 
set the body on instant alert which is 
part of our instinctive animal reflexes. 
To your body, noise means trouble, 
and it automatically prepares for a 
fight. It releases adrenalin, increases 
blood pressure, constricts blood ves
sels, tenses muscles (voluntary and 
involuntary), speeds the heart, raises 
cholesterol, dilates the pupils and 
disrupts your previous thoughts. 
Your body stops doing irrelevant 
things; for instance, digesting food. If 
the noise were a gunshot and you 
had to defend yourself, all those reac
tions would be useful. The body does 
not and cannot adapt. It remains in a 
constant emergency state. 

How many people have died as a 
result of noise is hard to deteimine. 
Certainly those with pre-existing 
weaknesses have been further 
weakened by the stress created by 
noise. Noise has a synergistic effect 
when associated with illnesses. It is 
especially bad for post-operative pa
tients. That is why telephones are 
often muffled when one returns 
home after having major surgery. 

Noise annoys. It also frightens, 
confuses and demoralizes. Noise de
presses and disrupts. It can ruin your 
mood, your work and your sex life. 
And if that's not depressing, what is? 
In extreme cases, it can even drive 
you crazy. It can bring on seizures as 
well as outbursts of violence. In unsta
ble people, noise can be the final 
straw that pushes them to murder. 

Noise can disturb or prevent sleep. 
Studies show that sleep disturbance 
and dream deprivation can damage 
the most stable personalities. Initabil-
ity, depression, extreme fatigue, men
tal fogginess, tension and even mild 
to severe psychotic symptoms can 
occur. 

Experiments have also shown that 
you don't have to be actually 
awakened for noise to disturb your 
sleep. The brainwave patterns of 
sleepers can be radically altered 
through noise without awakening 
them. 

If you've always suspected there 
was scientific truth to the idea that 
there are "day people" and "night 
people," you may be right. Tests are 
showing that there are indeed two 
basic metabolic types, requiring rest 
at different times of day. And to 
waken a night person at 7:00 a.m. 
(the official stalling time for construc

tion work) may produce the sleep-
deprivation syndrome. In fact, wak
ing anyone up even an hour earlier 
than his or her personal sleep-rhythm 
dictates, may produce the same ef
fects. 

Exposure to nerve-jarring factory 
noise may be responsible for many 
accidents and probably for badly-
made factoiy goods. But even office 
work can be affected. A World Health 
Organization Report says that office 
noise results in a 4-million-dollar-a-
day loss for American businesses 
through inefficient work. 

The pattern of a noise may deter
mine how much it bothers you. Con
stant noise and illogically intermittent 
sounds are the most disruptive and 
tension-producing. 

Our own casual observations lead 
us to conclude that we're most 
bothered by noise when we're 
bothered by something else first. The 
subway is louder when we're tired, 
the children's shouts are awful when 
we're sick and the music is unbear
able when we're not dancing. 

Our ears are fascinating devices. 
They constitute our most complex 
and sensitive sensory organ. Surpris
ingly, they are even more compli
cated than our eyes. They are so sen
sitive that we can still hear sound 
pressures that are 10 million times as 
large as the sound pressure of the 
faintest sound we can hear. A sound 
wave is a very small pressure fluctua
tion which travels through an elastic 
medium such as air. The standard 
pressure of the air we live in is be
tween 14 and 15 pounds per square 
inch. Our ears are so sensitive that we 
are capable of hearing peak sound 
pressures as low as 3 billionths of a 
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pound per square inch (s/1,000,000,-
000 psi). And yet, our ears can still 
detect peak sound pressures which 
are ten rnillion times larger - namely, 
3 hundredths of a pound per square 
inch (3/100 psi). This fantastically large 
range of measurement is one reason 
why we are forced to suffer the confu
sion caused by decibels. Since it 
would be extremely difficult to find a 
single yardstick which starts with one 
and counts up to 10 million, scientists 
have chosen to compress this scale 
logarithmically into a decibel scale. 

Because of the complex manner in 
which the human ear functions, mea
surements of different noises do not 
always correspond to their relative 
loudness or annoyance. Therefore, 
different scales have been developed 
to furnish guidance in evaluating the 
importance of different noise sources. 
The "A" weighted scale (units expres
sed as dBA) has been widely accepted 
and has been found to correlate well 
with human subjective judgment of 
noise annoyances. 

A decrease of 10 decibels on the 
"A" weighted scale appears to cut the 
noise in half, while an increase of 10 
decibels seems to double the noise. 
Thus, a gas lawn mower (96 dBA) 
would sound only half as loud as a jet 
flyover (106 dBA) but twice as loud as 
a food blender (86 dBA). 

Since the same sounds are per
ceived differently by different people, 
there can be no completely objective 
measure of reaction to noise. In tenns 
of interference with speech or sleep, 
however, quantitative measures have 
been established. Generally, it is felt 
that noise levels approaching 70 dBA 
would interfere with speech, and that 
noise episodes exceeding 45 to 55 
dBA can disrupt sleep. 

Usually, public reaction to noise 
levels is a function of location (urban, 
rural, etc.), time of day, fluctuation of 
noise levels, duration and individual 
judgment of the listener. Nearly 25 
percent of the population will rarely 
complain of noise while another 10 
percent are extremely sensitive and 
will constantly complain. 

Figure 1 shows the approximate 
distribution of environmental noise 
complaints in the state of New Jersey. 

Noise from recreational vehicles 
represents 10 percent of the com
plaints from people in New Jersey, 
the most urban state in the nation. 
This noise originates from motorcy
cles, dirt bikes, all-terrain vehicles, 
motor boats, etc. 

Motorcycles 

Motorcycles have undergone a 
remarkable increase in popularity 
over the past ten years. They have 
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long been criticized for their excessive 
noise, and this noise is partly the re
sult of designs which incorporate 
lightweight features while sometimes 
neglecting adequate mufflers. Many 
motorcycle riders associate noise with 
power and performance. This associ
ation is no longer valid with modern 
designs, particularly for two-stroke 
engines. 

The noise levels of current motorcy
cle models vary widely depending on 
the manufacturer and the engine size. 
Most motorcycles now meet the 86 
dB(A) maximum noise specification 
imposed by several states. 

The amount of noise a motorcycle 
produces while cruising depends on 
its speed and the way it is operated. 
Many off-road motorcycles are capa
ble of speeds of 80 to 100 mph, and 
are often operated in the lower gears 
or at medium to high engine revolu
tions. Except when cruising at con
stant speeds, these vehicles are oper
ated at full throttle, and near their 
maximum noise output. 

Tire exhaust contributes most of 
the motorcycle's overall noise level. 
Although exhaust systems can be 
designed to reduce this noise, signifi
cant limitations in engine housing 
and weight must be overcome. 

The source of greatest noise is from 
vehicles that have defective or pur-
poselv removed mufflers. These can 
add 15 to 20 dBA above a properly 
main tamed exhaust system. 

Dune Buggies, All-terrain 
Vehicles, and other Of f-road 
Vehicles 

The principal noise from dune bug
gies, all-terrain vehicles (ATVs) and 

other off-road vehicles is produced by 
their exhausts. Because these vehicles 
are unregulated, owners feel free to 
attempt to achieve maximum power 
by using tuned and straight-through 
(unmuffled) exhaust systems. 

Snowmobiles 

Tire snowmobile is a relative new
comer on the leisure vehicle scene. 
Since its introduction in 1958 as a low-
powered, lightweight, go-anywhere-
in-the-snow vehicle, the snowmobile 
has been redesigned for family-type 
use. There are currently about 2.5 
million snowmobiles in operation 
and most are used for recreation. 
People who live on farms own about 
28 percent of all snowmobiles, and 

many farmers and ranchers in the 
West and Midwest rely on them for 
feeding and reseating storm-stranded 
cattle. In addition, foresters and utility 
workers can use these vehicles to 
reach remote areas. The average 
snowmobile operator rides about 13 
hours a week during tire winter. 

The original snowmobile concept 
called for an engine light in weight, 
but powerful for its size. For this 
reason, early models possessed un
covered engines and unmuffled or 
poorly muffled exhausts. Tire rise in 
popularity of snowmobiles led to 
numerous complaints about their 
excessive noise. As more vehicles 
were produced, users demanded 
more and more power. Thus, some 

Early snowmobile models had unshrouded engines and poorly muffled exhaust systems. 
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of today's snowmobiles are capable 
of speeds of nearly 100 miles per 
hour. Their adverse effect on the envi
ronment may be heightened by the 
fact that a number of owners remove 
factory-installed muffler systems in 
an attempt to achieve more power. In 
many cases this actually results in less 
power and greater noise. 

Studies show that continued use of 
snowmobiles over a span of many 
years may cause some permanent 
hearing loss to operators and passen
gers. Conservationists are also con
cerned that noise from snowmobiles 
may be detrimental to wildlife, espe
cially in whiter when most species are 
particularly weak and vulnerable. As 
a result, legislation has been intro
duced hi many states to restrict snow
mobile noise levels. Minnesota intro
duced the first snowmobile noise reg
ulation in 1970, reshicting snow
mobile noise level to 86 dB (A) at fifty 
feet. 

result hi increased risk of hearing 
loss.) 

Motor Boats 

Many boaters use automobile "hot 
rod" techniques to achieve maximum 
horsepower with their engines. The 
engine may be fully exposed and usu
ally has an unsilenced carburetor air 
intake, as well as unsilenced 
exhausts. These machines produce 
noise levels up to 112 dB(A) at 50 feet. 

We Can Reduce the Noise 
Impact of Recreational 
Vehicles 

We should insist of manufacturers 
and state and federal officials that 
suggestions for reducing noise be 
included with all new power vehicles 
and equipment being sold. This ma
terial should stress the noise suppres
sion techniques that can be used by 
the operator to reduce the noise 
hazard to himself or herself and the 
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Noise from motor boats is distracting to many park visitors. 

Public concern about snowmobile 
noise prompted manufacturers to 
reduce the noise levels of 1971 mod
els. Most of this noise reduction re
sulted from improved exhaust sys
tems that may also prolong engine 
life and performance. The post-1971 
models produce noise levels ranging 
from 77 to 86 dB(A) under maximum 
noise conditions measured at 50 feet, 
and 105 to 111 dB in the driver's seat. 
The noise levels from pre-1971 mod
els ranged from 90 to 95 dB at 50 feet, 
and some racing machines readied 
noise levels as high as 105 to 110 dB. 
The operators of several machines 
surveyed experienced noise levels as 
high as 108 dB while operating under 
normal conditions. (Continued expo
sure to noise in excess of 80 dB can 

With underwater exhausts, their 
noise levels have been reduced to 
about 97 dB(A). Many states are now 
considering legislation to prohibit the 
operation of the "dry stack" boats. 

Future noise reduction efforts need 
to be directed toward protecting 
operators from excessive noise. Crash 
helmets, some of which help protect 
hearing, should be worn, but these 
are seldom used by boaters except 
during racing events. Hence, the en
gine noise level in this type of pleas
ure craft must receive more atten
tion. It is probable that safeguards to 
protect the hearing of powerboat 
operators will come about only 
through changes in engine designs 
and coverings. 

nuisance factor to others. Some com
munities have prohibited the use of 
powered equipment between certain 
hours in order to reduce noise an
noyance in local neighborhoods. 

Also, we can compare the noise 
levels to different makes of recrea
tional equipment. This means taking 
a test ride if possible. Remember, it's 
hearing and the peace of your neigh
borhood that are involved. With in
creased buyer preference for quieter 
machines, manufacturers will re
spond with more research and de
velopment in this important area. 

Edward J. DiPoIvere is Chief, Office of 
Noise Control with New Jersey's Depart
ment of Environmental Protection. 
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Water Protection in Today's Age of 
Enlightenment 
by F. L. Doyle and Gordon Leisch 

The sage who said there is no such 
tiring as a free lunch had it right. Past 
assumptions about land and water 
were decidedly sanguinary. This ob
servation seems borne out of our an
cient practice of dumping wastes into 
the streams or onto and into the earth. 
Soon the wastes would seem to disap
pear and they were out of sight and 
out of mind. Such disposal was often 
blessed as being "standard engineer
ing practice"; hence, it was consi
dered acceptable. 

Basic physics and chemistry were 
simply ignored. If the principles of 
the first-year courses in those disci
plines had been applied, several mis
takes could have been avoided. Rec
ognition that the force of gravity acted 
on the water below the earth's surface 
could have made it clear that locating 
waste sites up-slope from water sup
ply wells was asking for trouble. Fur
thermore, it would soon have been 
apparent that there is nothing in the 
land or water that would make chem
icals disappear. They would still be 
there, although diluted somewhat by 
water and attenuated somewhat by 
minerals that could at least temporar
ily incorporate some of the dissolved 
solids. 

After a century or so of such prac
tice it has become increasingly appar
ent that the land and water are not 
magic destroyers of all evil. Disposal 
of potential poisons on the land exacts 
a price that must eventually be paid. 
Like overdrawing a bank account that 
can cover just so many withdrawals, 
the land and water "account" also 
can be overdrawn, as it were, by as
suming a balance (canying capacity) 
greater than is actually present. 

Having presumed on nature for so 

Most boaters never suspect that. 

this sewer outflow is located on the opposite shore 
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long, people are now beginning to 
mend their ways. They are taking 
responsibility for their acts and look
ing for new ways to manage wastes 
and protect surface and ground 
water. Surface water clean-up has 
been going on for several years and 
some success is evident. Ground 
water clean-up is just begiruring. But 
stopping the problem before it begins 
is a large part of the ultimate solution. 
Vigorous pursuit of a manufacturing 
philosophy which will maximize use
ful by-products and rrunimize wastes 
will effect fundamental change. Re
cycling and use of any by-products 
will also contribute. New 
technologies will be required, and 
they are already in use. 

For example, the lowly bacterium 
is proving to be helpful in converting 
chemicals and intercepting heavy 
metals. But such changes will take 
time. In the meantime clean-up of our 
streams, bays and lakes is taking 
place. Recently Congress has directed 
the Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) to cease using land disposal as 
an alternative (in most cases within 
about a year) unless it can "show 
cause" that it is acceptable for a given 
waste product. These are difficult and 
expensive solutions for society to im
plement, but the problems we now 
face testify to their need. 

Much progress has been made in 
cleaning up our surface waters, and 
there is more to be done. Park and 
recreation area managers have at
tended to the needs of their areas 
within their boundaries; however, 
some managers perceive themselves 
as having no authority to control 
water pollutants originating outside 
their designated areas. Several tools 
are available for such control. 

The Clean Water Act 

This Act states that the discharge of 
pollutants into waters of tire U.S. is 
prohibited unless a permit is issued 
by tire EPA or a state under the Na
tional Pollutant Discharge Elimina
tion System (NPDES permit). Ap
proximately 49,800 industrial and 
15,600 municipal NPDES permits 
have been issued. Each permit con
tains effluent limitations, monitoring 
and reporting requirements. How
ever, the EPA has estimated that 
about one-fifth are not in compliance 
with their permit limits, and an inde
pendent research group in New York 
puts the figure at fifty percent. When 
a discharger fails to comply with 
effluent limitations, the EPA or the 
State may take enforcement action. 
Park and recreation managers can 
report a suspected permit violation. 
The option to take this action should 
not be overlooked. 

The Dredge and Fill Program 
(Section 404 Permit) of the 
Clean Water Act 

This requires the issuance of a per
mit from the U.S. Army Corps of En
gineers for the disposal of dredged or 
fill materials into water bodies of the 
U.S. The entry into the decision-mak
ing process for park managers would 
usually be in response to the public 
notice soliciting comments on the 
proposed action. Because the scope 
of the action tends to be small, it is 
easy for park managers to overlook 
this opportunity for further protection 
of their areas. The following is an 
example of such an overlooked op
portunity. 

Tire Federal Aviation Aaministra-
tion (FAA) recently extended the run

way at Washington's National Air
port by filling in seven acres of ripar
ian land. An initial turf conflict be
tween the National Park Service, tire 
Corps of Engineers and the FAA over 
the ownership of the river bottom 
complicated the efforts to find a solu
tion. Adjacent to the airport is park 
and recreation land which includes 
the busiest boat ramp in the metro
politan area. A sewer outflow from 
the airport enters Roaches Run, ap
proximately 100 yards from the boat 
ramp. For the past 40 years, tire drain
age of oils, grease and solvents has 
caused numerous minor fish kills, 
and minor oil spills are so frequent 
that an oil containment barrier is a 
permanent fixture. This sewage out
flow which flows by, through and on 
park and recreation land was never 
mentioned in any mitigation discus
sion. 

The National Environmental 
Policy Act (NEPA) 

This act is the basic national charter 
for protecting the environment. The 
act requires Federal agencies to pre
pare and distribute an environmental 
impact statement (EIS) for all major 
federal actions significantly affecting 
the quality of the human environ
ment. The purpose is to inform deci
sion makers and other interested par
ties about the consequences of the 
proposed action, and to examine 
alternatives to it. 

The following is another example 
of how an opportunity to alleviate 
clironic point source outflows across 
park and recreation land can be lost. 
The EIS for tire Emergency Water 
Pumping Station on the Potomac 
River contains an exchange of letters 
between the Corps of Engineers and 
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the National Park Service pertaining 
to the crossing of and construction, on 
park land. Reviewers of the EIS for 
the National Park Service only re
quested restoration of construction 
damage. However, a creek irnrnedi-
ately upstream was heavily polluted 
with chlorine from the Corps' 
Washington Aqueduct. In addition, 
hundreds of tons of sediment from 
the storage ponds are washed 
through the site of the pumping sta
tion into the river. 

Permission to cross park lands 
should have been contingent upon 
provision for improved disposal 
methods for the chlorine and sedi
ment. Tire key to controlling water 
pollutants often depends upon the 
park manager's knowledge of the 
various water authorities and Iris or 
her aggressiveness to act when op
portunities arise. 

Reinforcing NEPA are other acts 
which primarily address ground 
water. For example, the Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act 
(RCRA) controls active waste sites 
that contain hazardous wastes 
emplaced in the ground. Tire Com
prehensive Environmental Response, 
Compensation, and Liability Act of 
1980 (CERCLA) provides for clean-up 
of some inactive sites. Tire require
ments of these acts must be kept in 
mind when planning for park and 
recreation land use and when acquir
ing additional acreage or new areas. 

RCRA requires that the states or 
EPA control the generators, transpor
ters, and owners and operators of 
facilities for treatment, storage and 
disposal of hazardous wastes. Be
cause some state regulations are more 
inclusive and/or stringent than those 

of EPA, the park and recreation area 
manager should be especially aware 
of any requirements peculiar to Iris or 
her state or states. 

Tire November, 1984 amendments 
to RCRA strengthened that law in 
many areas. The question of land 
disposal prohibition was mentioned 
earlier in this article. Other changes 
involved small quantity generators; 
disposal in caves, mines, salt domes 
or beds; a requirement to rniiriinize 
the volume and/or quantity and tox
icity of waste; a schedule for promul-

For the first time, underground stor
age tanks coirtairring petroleum, its 
products and other substances are 
controlled. Many heating oil tanks 
presently excluded are ultimately 
expected to be on the list. 

Accordingly, tire installation of 
new units should anticipate essen
tially the same requirements as apply 
to petroleum used for other purposes. 
A requirement that corrective action 
be taken, e.g., clean-up of contami
nated land, surface or ground water, 
is also explicit in the law. 

One of the dividends from clean water. 

gation of standards for many organic 
and inorganic dissolved solids; etc. 
New requirements for surface im
poundments, landfills and other land 
disposal facilities containing hazard
ous wastes call for double liners, pro
visions for leachate collection and 
ground water monitoring systems. 

Besides active waste sites and 
underground tanks, there is the ques
tion of identifying old waste sites. 
Even sites that were not of our own 
doing become our problem if we ac
cept the land from previous owners. 
For example, at Richmond National 
Battlefield Park an old sanitary landfill 
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has become a problem. The Folcroft 
landfill in Philadelphia, which was 
purchased by the Fish and Wildlife 
Service as a buffer to the Tinicum 
National Environmental Center may 
turn out to be harboiing wastes that 
are not likely to contribute to the 
ecosystem. Abandoned waste sites 
probably number in the tens of 
thousands, so a wary eye for such 
sites becomes a must. 

To clean up, or avoid accepting, an 
old waste site one must first discover 
the site. Many will be known through 

most likely already well-developed in 
the experienced park and recreation 
area manager. Investigation of any 
such "suspicious" locations may well 
disclose previously unknown waste 
sites. 

Clean-up of the largest and/or most 
complex sites may require considera
ble planning by specialists in remedial 
action. Flow of tainted ground water 
may be stopped or slowed by subsur
face dams of clay or other materials. It 
also may be necessary to pump out 
the ground water and to remove con-

Aesthetic degradation caused by nutrients and oil. 

common knowledge. Others will re
quire a methodical search. This will 
mean keeping an eye open for the 
unusual as areas of the parks or 
potential acquisitions are traversed. 
Air photos may help in the search if 
the camera is at low altitude. A sense 
of what is out of place, artificial, etc. is 

taminants at the site, followed by rein-
jection of tire purified water. Perfec
tion of these clean-up methods is far 
from being attained. 

Funding of the clean-up is largely 
the responsibility of the land owner. 
Superfund (CERCLA) provides 

money under some circumstances, 
but federal land managers have no 
access to these funds, except for 
emergency loans to handle spills. If 
the original owner or operator is not 
solvent or cannot be found and the 
Superfund is not available, the 
agency's appropriations must cover 
it. For lands once used by the military, 
other resources may be available for 
clean-up. A Department of Defense 
effort, the Defense Environmental 
Restoration Program, is designed to 
clean up military debris and ordnance 
along with PCB-filled transfonners 
and other hazardous wastes. Lands 
taken over from the military are 
eligible for clean-up by the Corps of 
Engineers under this program. 

In the Department of the Interior, 
the Secretary's Office of Environmen
tal Project Review coordinates the 
listing of federal hazardous waste 
sites, provides advice and assists the 
various Interior bureaus in complying 
with environmental laws and regula
tions and in availing themselves of 
technical expertise or DOD funding. 
In the Office of Environmental Project 
Review and in the Water Resources 
Division of the National Park Service, 
there are biologists, geologists, 
hydrologists and other environ
mental scientists and engineers who 
can be tapped for advice on waste 
management. 

F.L. Doyleand Gordon Leisch work in the 
Office of Environmental Project Review of 
the Office of the Secretary of the Interior. 
Dr. Doyle is a hydrologist and geologist 
with 35 years'experience in research, teach
ing, foreign and domestic consulting, 
management and government. Mr. Leisch 
is a biologist in the Water Resources 
Section. 
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Backcountry Sanitation 
by Allen Kingsbury and 
Joseph P. Schock 

Three things to consider when 
travelling in the backcountry are safe 
water to drink, safe food to eat and a 
means to dispose of human wastes 
without haiTning the environment. 
Unsafe food and water can cause gas
trointestinal illness, the common 
symptoms of which are nausea, vom
iting, cramps and/or diarrhea. It is 
particularly unpleasant to suffer these 
ailments when you're away from the 
comforts of home and the reassurance 
of medical aid. The following are 
some suggestions for handling food 
and water for the benefit of back
packers, backcountry rangers, trail 
crews, fire crews, etc. 

Water 

Unfortunately, it is no longer wise 
to assume that surface water in the 
"unspoiled" wilderness is safe to 
drink. Even the clearest stream bub
bling vigorously over the rocks can 
contain harmful organisms. If hu
mans were the only source of these 
organisms, one might hope to achieve 
control by convincing everyone to 
dispose of Iris body wastes away from 
the water. But it is well-documented 
that animals also cany some of the 
same disease organisms as humans. 
Two of the diseases currently of con
cern are campylobacteriosis and giar
diasis. 

One study in the high country of 
Grand Teton National Park demon
strated that the bacterium Campylobac
ter jejuni accounted for nearly one-
third of the cases of acute diarrhea 
during the summertime. And it has 
been proven elsewhere that the pro
tozoan Giardia lamblia is earned in the 
feces of humans, beavers, muskrats, 
dogs and other animals. Giardia cysts 
can survive in the aquatic environ-

This beautiful stream may carry harmful bacteria. 

ment, especially in cold lakes or 
streams, for months, and are more 
resistant to disinfection than most 
other microbial pathogenic organ
isms. To be safe one must assume 
that any surface water could be con
taminated and that it must be treated 
by some means to kill the pathogenic 
organisms. We are talking here only 
about treating relatively clean water. 
The methods mentioned below are 
insufficient for polluted water and are 
ineffective against chemical conta
minants. 

Disinfection, using either chlorine 
or iodine, is the most common 
method of treatment. These agents 
(and halozone) come in the fonn of 
convenient tablets to be added to 
one's drinking water container. It is 

also possible to use chlorine in the 
fonn of common household bleach 
(strength 5.25%), or iodine in the 
form of tincture of iodine (strength 
2%). To each gallon of water add 8 
drops (1/10 tsp.) of the bleach or 20 
drops (1/4 tsp.) of the iodine. If the 
water is a bit cloudy, double this dos
age. It takes time for the disinfectant 
to kill the bacteria. Mix thoroughly 
and let stand for 30 minutes before 
using it. This tiny bit of disinfectant 
should not create a bad taste. If it does 
bother you, heat the water a little 
to drive off the taste, or pour the 
water back and forth between two 
containers. 

Unfortunately, disinfectants are 
not a sure kill against Giardia. This 
organism encases itself in a cyst which 
protects it against taste-tolerable 
doses of disinfectant. One sure 
recommendation against Giardia is to 
boil the water for about one minute. 
Even at high altitudes the boiling 
point is sufficiently high to kill Giardia 
and other organisms. The evening 
cooking fire is convenient to boil 
water for next day's use and for tooth-
brusliing. A significant disadvantage 
of boiling all of your drinking water is 
the amount of fuel consumed. 

There are filters on the market 
which have pores that are small 
enough to block the passage of micro
organisms. Some of the disadvan
tages of these filters are that they filter 
slowly, they have weight and they 
take up space, or they are expensive. 
Be aware that there are a number of 
"backpacker" filters on tire market 
whose primary ingredient is activated 
charcoal. These are intended to re
move organic chemicals and "tastes" 
rather than mia-o-organisms. Read 
the label carefully to see whether a 
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particular filter is intended to be effec
tive against micro-organisms. And 
don't be fooled by a seal that states 
"EPA Registered." Some of the EPA 
registrations indicate only that the 
bacteriostat in the filter (usually silver) 
will not leak into the water. You have 
to read the label to discover the mean
ing of the word "registration." 

The above methods apply primar
ily to individuals. If you are dealing 
with a group where you must pro
duce a larger volume of potable 
water, there are larger-size filters 
available. These also work nicely in 
fixed facilities such as ranger cabins, 
fire lookouts or backcountry camps. 
Of the filters thus far found to be effec
tive against Giardia, each has some 
operational disadvantages. The 
search continues for better, more 
light-weight filters. The newest tiling 
on the market is a "filter cloth" by 3M 
Company. This, and other portable 
filters, will be tested in a cooperative 
study by the National Park Service, 
Forest Service and Army Corps of 
Engineers. 

In parts of the country where Giardia 
is known to be a potential problem, 
warning signs are posted in camp
grounds, on bulletin boards and at 
hail heads. The National Park Service 
has developed a small flyer entitled Is 
the Water Safe?, which is part of the 
package handed to persons applying 
for a backcountry camping pemiit. 
mdividuals entering the backcountry 
are presumed to be reasonably aware 
of possible hazards from consuming 
raw surface water. Each may decide 
for himself or herself how much risk 
he or she is willing to take—whether 
to boil or merely to disinfect. 

However, the liability situation is 

different where the National Park 
Service establishes a water system, 
for example, at a camp or hail shelter. 
There is also greater responsibility to 
provide safe drinking water for 
employees such as rangers or hail 
crew who are obliged to live and work 
in the backcountry. It is in these situa
tions where we expect to derive the 
most benefit from the larger, fixed-fil
ter treatment systems. 

Food 
Tire kinds of foods that are of con

cern are those which fall under the 
definition "potentially hazardous." 

potentially hazardous foods. To pre
vent the growth of harmful organ
isms, potentially hazardous foods 
must be stored at temperatures 45°F 
or less. 

If you are able to carry ice or frozen 
food in insulated containers, you can 
have fresh meat, etc., for a few days. 
If you have ice, you may keep thawed 
foods for a short time, but the food 
temperature must never exceed 45°F. 
It takes careful menu planning to be 
able to use up everything as it thaws. 
After that, the menu will consist only 
of foods which do not require refriger
ation. Canned goods are the most 

Preparing dinner at the backcountry camp is fun, but requires special skills and knowledge. 

These foods are low-acid, moist, high-
protein foods which readily support 
the growth of pathogenic micro
organisms and include meats, fish, 
poultry, eggs and dairy products. 
Bacteria can multiply very rapidly in 

common but have the disadvantage 
of requiring space and weight. 
Freeze-dried foods solve these prob
lems but have the disadvantage of 
requiring time and water to re-hyd
rate, and many persons feel the taste 
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and texture leave something to be 
desired. 

There is a space-age product on the 
market that was actually developed 
for the astronauts. Called a "retort 
pouch," it is a laminated envelope of 
aluminum and, plastic in which food 
is vacuum-sealed to keep out oxygen. 
You could think of it as a flexible can. 
It is lightweight, stores flat, will not 
rust and keeps without refrigeration 
for at least two years. Think about 
what that means for a fire cache or a 
backcountry cabin. Because the 
pouches are sujected to heat treat
ment for a much shorter time than are 
cans, the foods remain fresh-tasting. 

One company makes a variety of 
20 different main dishes including 
beef stroganoff, clam chowder, 
chicken cacciatore and trout almon-
dine. The food is fresh, not dried or 
frozen, so you merely heat the pouch 
for a few minutes, and the food is 
ready to serve. Retort pouch foods 
are available at many grocery outlets. 
The cost is about $2.50 per pouch, 
and a hungry trail worker would 
likely want two pouches per meal. 
Another advantage is that the pouch 
will "burn up" in the campfire, which 
beats having to pack out messy tin 
cans. 

Waste Disposal 
The National Park Service has rec

ognized that increasing backcountry 
usage is placing stress on the back-
country resources. Increasing com
plaints from backcountry users about 
the fouling of their equipment by 
human waste material is pressuring 
management to consider a decision 
either to limit area use or to find a 
solution to the human waste disposal 

problem. A number of solutions have 
been attempted with very limited, 
site-specific success. Lack of 
documentation and communication 
have resulted in expending resources 
in repeated duplication of unsuccess
ful efforts to solve the problem. 

RAMWAD Project 
The National Park Service Remote 

Area Management, Waste Disposal 
(RAMWAD) project was undertaken 
to identify a suitable means for 
human waste treatment and/or dis
posal at remote sites that lack electrical 
power, water, soil depth and vehicle 
access. The overall objective of the 
project is to provide documentation 
that will recommend facilities and 
techniques to: 

1. Provide satisfactory sanitary 
conditions for users. 

2. Require minimum facility 
maintenance. 

3. Produce an end product suita
ble for on-site disposal or reduce 
the volume of material that must 
be carried out. 

4. Eliminate or mirvirnize en
vironmental degradation. 

This study involved evaluating 18 
existing toilets in eight national parks 
during a 24-month period. The toilets 
use either composting or dehydration 
to evaporate the urine and dry the 
feces, leaving a stabilized waste pro
duct that has been reduced to 80-90% 
in volume and is much less obnoxious 
to handle for transportation and final 
disposal. None of the toilets has been 
operational long enough to produce 
the desired end products. All of the 
units were found to require a liquid 

disposal system or other modification 
to provide satisfactory performance. 

In addition, prototype units were 
built and evaluated at two high-
altitude (10,000 -12,000 feet) locations. 
These units incorporated several de
sign features that are not available in 
commercial units. Maximum use was 
made of solar energy application. 
Modification to existing commercial 
toilets will achieve a waste product 
that is reduced in quantity, rninimizes 
operation and maintenance require
ments, increases user satisfaction and 
does not create environmental con
cerns. Progress on all the toilets in
cluded in this study is being followed 
for additional results. 

Joseph P. Schock is Chief and Allen Kings
bury is Assistant Chief of the National 
Park Seivice's Environmental Sanitation 
Program. 
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Avoiding Legal Risks: 
Toxic Materials and 
Civil Liability 
by Daniel P. Selmi 

Environmental concern in the 
1980s centers on toxic substances, 
and new headlines appear- almost 
daily to remind us of their dangers. 
These concerns over improper use of 
toxic materials have led to an explo
sion of regulations intended to control 
the use of toxic substances. At the 
same time, an increasing number of 
lawsuits have been filed seeking dam
ages for injmies allegedly caused by 
exposure to hazardous wastes or 
other toxic materials. 

The problem is a widespread one 
that is not restricted to urban areas. 
Consider the following situations, all 
of which might lead to potential civil 
liability for park management: 

• A park manager takes over an 
area newly added to his or her man
agement unit. Tire manager finds 
unlabelled barrels containing an un
identified chemical substance, and 
some of that chemical is leaking into a 
nearby creek. 

• A cave containing significant 
geological formations is open to tire 
public. However, the manager later 
finds out that park visitors and em
ployees are being exposed to low 
levels of a hazardous air pollutant in 
the cave. 

• An underground tank stores 
gasoline to be used by park vehicles. 
Unknown to the park management, 
the tank has leaked for over a decade 
into the groundwater below, and that 
groundwater is used as drinking 
water. 

This article briefly surveys the legal 
piinciples that will govern situations 
like these in which litigation may re
sult from injmies or damage caused 
by toxic substances. Tire intent is to 

make managers generally aware of 
the types of situations they should be 
concerned about. The emphasis is on 
civil liability, although the possibilities 
of criminal violations or litigation 
seeking enforcement of environmen
tal regulatory laws also are men
tioned. 

Managers should also note that 
while liability for exposure to toxic 
materials is the central theme, the 
legal principles discussed for the most 
part apply also to injuries that other, 
non-toxic pollutants may cause. 
Finally, although employees of 
government agencies normally can
not bring damage suits against their 
employers, concern for employees' 
safety gives added impetus to the 
problems discussed. 

A Short Primer on Negligence 
Law 

Although laws such as the Toxic 
Substances Control Act and the Re
source Conservation and Recovery 
Act authorize both civil and criminal 
penalties for violation of their provi
sions, managers' concerns over civil 
liability for toxic injuries will center on 
haditional negligence law. The princi
pal legislation governing the liability 
of federal agencies, the Federal Tort 
Claims Act, makes the United States 
liable for negligence in the same man
ner and to the same extent as a private 
individual would be in similar cir
cumstances. Under that Act, liability 
is determined by the law of the state 
where the federal property is located. 

Fortunately, while particular points 
of negligence law can vary from state 
to state, the general principles are 
relatively well-settled. In order for an 
individual to be found negligent, four 

conditions must exist: (1) the defen
dant must be under a legal duty to 
conform to a standard of conduct that 
protects others against unreasonable 
risks of harm; (2) the party must 
"breach" that duty, i.e., act unreason
ably; (3) that breach, not some other 
occurrence, must cause the injury; 
and (4) the plaintiff must suffer actual 
injury or loss. Negligence can be pre
dicated both on misfeasance or on a 
failure to act. 

The "standard of conduct" referred 
to in the second requirement is 
known as the "reasonable person" 
standard, hrdividuals are negligent if 
they fail to act in the manner that a 
"reasonable person" would act in the 
same or similar drcumstances. Under 
this standard, the amount of care re
quired will vary depending on the 
situation; more care will be needed 
where an inherently dangerous 
material is present than if a benign 
substance is used. Accordingly, since 
hazardous materials are dangerous 
by definition, "reasonable persons" 
will exercise more care in dealing with 
them. 

Whether liability exists also may 
depend on the circumstances under 
which a potential plaintiff encounters 
the hazardous substance. For exam
ple, under state law, the duty of care 
that a park operator owes to visitors 
may be determined by factors such as 
whether the individual claiming in
jury has paid for entry to the area or 
has entered free of charge. 

This variability makes conclusive 
statements about potential liability 
difficult to formulate. Nonetheless, 
we can safely say that managers 
should be on the lookout for several 
situations which often recur and can 
cause difficulties. 
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Negligent Application or Use 

Perhaps the most obvious case is 
one where a chemical or toxic sub
stance, such as a pesticide, will be 
applied or used in some manner. One 
court decision in the early 1960s illus
trates the problems that can arise. 
Department of Agriculture employ
ees had treated government property 
adjoining plaintiff's land with the 
pesticide dieldrin. The two properties 
were separated by a small lake. De
partmental regulations called for 
chemicals to be diluted in sprays 
when used on land areas situated 
close to water, but the Department's 
employees did not follow this proce
dure in chemically treating the land. 
A subsequent rain storm washed the 
chemical into a normally dry creek 
bed and from there into the plaintiffs 
lake, poisoning its waters. 

Tire court found the government 
liable, reasoning that tire employees 
should have known that the land was 
subject to erosion and that a rain 
storm would transform the dry-bed 
creek into an active creek. Tire Depart
ment of Agriculture employees were 
"negligent in using powdered diel
drin in an area in close proximity to 
the creek." The outcome of the case is 
not surprising, and tire lesson is clear. 
Because chemicals can migrate, they 
must be applied and used with tire 
utmost care. 

Inspection and Warning 

Two other common situations that 
managers should carefully consider 
involve inspections of equipment 
containing toxic substances and 
dangerous conditions where warn
ings should be given. Conduct here 
that is not well considered could eas
ily lead to liability. 

Pesticides leaking from storage drum. 

Although an agency may not be 
required by law to inspect property or 
particular equipment for safety, if tire 
agency chooses to cany out an inspec

tion, it must be completed in a careful 
manner. If the inspection is under
taken negligently and someone is 
injured, liability is a possibility. 

This principle should be a familiar 
one to park managers, since it oper
ates in a variety of situations. For 
example, if tire government agency 
undertakes to inspect and maintain a 
road in a park, the agency must use 
reasonable care in those activities. 
When a motorist was injured because 
negligent maintenance allowed a tree 
to fall on his car, tire agency was liable 
for those injuries. 

This reasoning applies equally to 
inspections and other similar under
takings involving toxic substances. In 
one recent case the court considered a 
situation where the government 
undertook to inspect a uranium mine 
to protect against hazards. The court 
specifically noted that the inspection 
must be completed in a non-negligent 
manner. If negligence occurred and 
injury followed from it, the govern
ment would be found liable for caus
ing the injury. The same result can be 
expected from courts in other situa
tions where an agency has negli
gently undertaken action intended to 
protect against exposure to toxic sub
stances. 

A related area involves action to 
warn of known dangers, such as a 
situation where a manager is aware of 
a hazard and posts signs to warn indi
viduals of that hazard. In one case 
where plaintiff was exposed to radia
tion, the court noted that the govern
ment's failure to warn of possible in
juries arising from tire exposure to 
radiation could be a negligent act. 
Tire adequacy of any warning given 
will be evaluated under the "reasona-
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ble person" standard; if a reasonable 
person would have done more to 
warn and the failure to do so caused 
an injury, liability is likely to follow. 

While it is not negligent conduct to 
fail to warn against obvious dangers, 
toxic substances in many instances 
present dangers that are not obvious. 
Accordingly, when warnings are 
undertaken, they should be carried 
out in a careful manner. 

Violating Statutory 
Proscriptions 

A fourth area of concern to the 
agency manager is the effect of sta
tutes and regulations proscribing spe
cific conduct in tire use or care of toxic 
substances. It is a settled principle of 
negligence law that when a statute 
directs individuals to take specific 
action or to avoid certain activities, an 
individual may be found negligent 
for not conforming to the mandate of 
the statute. The same result will often 
obtain where, instead of disregarding 
a statute, the individual violates a 
safety or environmental regulation. 

A recent radiation exposure case 
illustrates the point. Plaintiffs sought 
damages for alleged negligence on 
the part of the defendant in exposing 
them to radiation. The court 
examined various statutes that con
cerned exposure to radiation and con
cluded that they were intended to 
protect the plaintiffs against physical 
injury resulting from exposure to 
ionizing radiation. Because exposure 
did occur as a result of the defendant's 
negligence, the court held that if that 
exposure caused injury to plaintiffs, 
defendant would be liable. 

Accordingly, a manager should be 
generally aware of any applicable 

statutes or regulations that establish 
standards of conduct in the handling 
of hazardous substances used by the 
agency. If an accident occurs involv
ing a chemical for which a statute 
mandates certain conduct or for 
which a state agency has set exposure 
standards, that statute or regulation 
could be used as a basis to find negli
gence. This knowledge is also impor
tant for reasons other than possible 
tort liability, since the standards will 
also prevent employees from corning 
into excessive contact with substances 
that have been determined to harm 
health. 

The Activities of Contractors 

The manager may contract with a 
so-called "independent contractor" 
for services, and that contractor may 
be using or otherwise dealing with a 
hazardous or toxic substance. The 
general legal principle is that an em
ployer is not liable for the negligence 
of his or her independent contractor. 
However, because exceptions to this 
rule exist, the manager must consider 
how he or she will manage the con
tractor's actions. 

A Florida case provides an example 
of the problems that can arise from 
the relationship with an independent 
contractor. A government contractor 
negligently sprayed pesticide from an 
airplane, damaging crops on the 
plaintiffs land. Despite the indepen
dent contractor relationship, the court 
found the government legally respon
sible for the negligent spraying. As an 
employer, the government was liable 
for its "failure to exercise reasonable 
care in a situation in which the work 
is sufficiently dangerous that the em
ployer himself has a duty to third 
persons who may sustain injuries 

from the work unless proper precau
tions are taken in [its] performance." 

Similarly, in another case the gov
ernment was liable for its contractor's 
actions where the contractor's negli
gent testing of a product resulted in 
the formation of hydrochloric acid in 
the atmosphere, with consequent 
damage to plaintiffs property. 

The reasoning in these cases will 
apply in analogous situations where 
an independent contractor is engaged 
in an activity that poses dangers. Al
though little case law exists in this 
area, actions that concern toxic sub
stances or other hazardous materials 
almost certainly would fit the categoiy 
of dangerous activities. One recent 
decision points to this conclusion; it 
found that handling of nuclear wastes 
was an inherently dangerous activity. 

Liability also could be imposed 
where a government employer gains 
knowledge of a dangerous situation 
created by an independent contractor 
and fails to halt the contractor's opera
tion or otherwise remove the danger. 
For example, if a contractor under
took work which negligently exposed 
members of the public to a harrnful 
chemical and the manager knew 
about this situation but failed to act, 
liability could follow. 

Consequently, while in most in
stances the government will not be 
liable for the negligence of its inde
pendent contractor, managers must 
still be concerned when the contrac
tor's work involves toxic substances. 
Failure to monitor the activities of the 
contractor in those circumstances 
raises legal risks. 
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Enviromnental Regulatory 
Statutes 

The possibilities described above, 
while certainly not exhaustive, 
suggest situations in which managers 
should consider possible civil liability 
for damages, hi addition, misuse of 
toxic materials can also lead to litiga
tion aimed at erdorcing environmen
tal standards rather than seeking 
damages. 

Assume, for example, an under
ground tank that stores gasoline leaks 
and pollutes the ground water. The 
1984 amendments to the Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act pro
vide that federal agencies having 
jurisdiction over any underground 
storage tank shall comply with pro
cedural and substantive requirements 
imposed by state or local govern
ments concerning that tank. Based on 
this provision, private citizens could 
bring an action seeking injunctive 
relief to correct the problem. 

Managers should also note that the 
same type of action is possible for 
other violations of federal law that 
may involve pollutants that are not 
toxic. Tire Clean Water Act is typical; 
it authorizes "citizen suits" against 
government units that are violating 
an effluent limitation or standard set 
under tire act. Similarly, the Safe 
Drinldng Water Act requires that if an 
agency operates a water system, the 
agency must comply with state laws 
on drinking water. 

The question of federal facility com
pliance with state standards is a com
plex one that deserves detailed atten
tion. Tire discussion here does not 
pretend to give it that attention, but 
instead seeks to make a simple point: 
a public manager may have to be con

cerned with standards and proce
dures established by state and even 
local governments. If those standards 
or procedures are violated, litigation 
is a possibility. 

Crirninal Violations 

A survey of potential liability 
would not be complete without men
tioning tire arminal penalties as
sociated with illegal use or disposal of 
toxic substances. All major federal 
statutes contain provisions establish
ing crirninal penalties for such ac
tions. For example, under the Toxic 
Substances Control Act wlrich regu
lates use of PCB's, vrillful or lenowing 
violation of applicable requirements 
can be punished by a fine of up to 
$25,000 for each day of violation. 
While it is extremely unlikely that a 
government official acting in good 
faith would be the subject of a crimi
nal action, the criminal provisions are 
being increasingly used as a com
pliance tool by enforcement agencies. 

Managing Problems with 
Hazardous Substances 

Tire potential for hann caused by 
improper use of hazardous sub
stances and the possibility of civil lia
bility suggest that managers must 
take affirmative action to avoid prob
lems. While no "cure all" prescription 
exists, several steps can be helpful. 

1. First, recognize potential prob
lem areas/While this advice may 
seem too obvious to mention, experi
ence has shown that it is critical. All 
too often a problem with hazardous 
substances arises because, even 
though tire individuals concerned 
know about the situation, they do not 
perceive it as a hazardous substances 

problem. For example, a chemical 
routinely disposed of in the past with 
no concern about its nature may now 
be deemed a "hazardous waste" that 
requires careful treatment. 

In short, substances that seem in
nocuous can turn out to present sig-
irificant legal problems. Once the 
manager begins to urink in terms of 
managing hazardous substances, he 
or she has taken a big step toward 
avoiding difficulty. 

2. A logical second step follows 
from this change in "miirdset": carry 
out a basic audit of operations to de
termine what hazardous or toxic sub
stance problems may arise. This prac
tice should be borrowed from corpo
rations, wlrich are increasingly seek
ing to identify and avoid environmen
tal health problems through such 
audits. 

As part of the audit you would 
corrduct an inventory to find out what 
hazardous or toxic substances need 
managing. Tire inventory process 
should include recording what sub
stances are piirchased, stored or used 
by the agency; what operations make 
use of the substances; what individu
als undertake those operations; and 
whether any persons are being ex
posed to hazardous substances. This 
information is essential for determin
ing how to manage tire situation. 

3. Next, develop a management 
program based on your inventory. 
Potentially troublesome situations 
can be avoided only through thought-
fulness before they occur. 

If your inventory indicates that 
hazardous or toxic substances are a 
concenr, your management program 
should try to accomplish several 
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goals. Initially, you want to clearly 
identify the hazard that the sub
stances present. This process would 
include identification of regulations 
and limitations applicable to the spe
cific substance. 

A second goal is to attempt to re
duce the quantity of hazardous or 
toxic substances. Are they really 
necessary? If they are, can their use 
be reduced? If the substances are no 
longer around, they present no man
agement problem. 

Finally, the program must control 
the use of those toxic materials that 
are necessary or which must be dis
posed of. The goal here is to ensure 
that the substances are used and dis
posed of in a safe manner that 
miriirnizes the chances for accident or 
damage and that, at tire same time, is 
consistent with applicable law. 

In order to accomplish these goals, 
the manager must ensure that indi
viduals using the materials fully un
derstand that proper use and disposal 
is their responsibility. This under
standing can only be accomplished 
through an education program, and 
that program will be successful only if 
the employees understand that man
aging toxic substances correctly is a 
priority of management. 

4. Other Steps: To ensure safety 
and protect against other liability, a 
couple of other steps are needed. Ac
tively manage your relations with 
independent contractors that deal 
with hazardous or toxic substances. 
Insist that they use the highest 
amount of care, and let them know 
that using that care is a priority with 
you. Additionally, a mdimentaiy 
understanding of applicable state 

Worker applies pesticides to foliage. 

laws is needed, since liability may 
depend on whether you violated a 
state law or regulation. 

Third, make sure inspections are 
correctly carried out. Prevention is 
the best medicine, and a faulty inspec
tion can easily lead to liability where 
an incident occurs. Finally, reconsider 
warnings that you are giving of dan
gers from toxic or hazardous sub
stances. Are they comprehensive and 
informative? Are they sufficiently 
posted? Are additional warnings 
needed? A little thoughtfulness in 
this area can both protect health in 
the future and prevent liability. 

Daniel P. Selmi, J.D., M.P.A., is an 
Associate Professor of Law at Loyola Law 
School, Los Angeles. 
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Who Can You Turn To? 

Acid Rain — 
Air Pollution Impacts 

National Clean Air Coalition 

530 7thSt.S.E. 
Washington, D.C. 20003 
(202) 543-8200 
Executive Director: Betsy Agle 

Sierra Club 

330 Pennsylvania Ave. S.E. 
Washington, D.C. 20003 
(202) 547-1141 
Attention: David Gardiner 

DEQE, 1984. Add rain and related air 
pollutant damage. A national and 
international call for action. Depart
ment of Environmental Quality En
gineering, Air Quality Control, Bos
ton, MA, 295 pp. 

Johnson, A. and T. Siccama, 1983. 
Add deposition and forest decline. 
Environmental Sdence and Technol
ogy. Vol. 17(7): 294-305. 

McLaughlin, S., 1985. Effects of air 
pollution on forests. Journal of the Air 
Pollution Control Assodation. Vol. 
35(5): 512-534. 

Smith, W., 1981. Air pollution and 
forests. Springer - Verlag. New York, 
N.Y.,379pp. 

EPA Hotline Numbers 

TSCA Hotline (chemicals and toxic 
substances) 
8CI0-424-9065 
D.C. 554-1404 

Solid and Hazardous Waste (RCRA) 
and Superfund Hotline 
800-424-9346 
382-3000 

National Pestidde Telecommunica
tions Network 
800-858-7378 

EPA Regional Offices 

EPA Region 1 
JFK Federal Brulding 
Boston, MA 02203 
(617)223-7210 
Connecticut, Massachusetts, Maine, 
New Hampshire, Rhode Island, 
Vermont 

EPA Region 2 
26 Federal Plaza 
New York, NY 10278 
(212) 264-2525 
Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands 

Field Component 
Caribbean Field Office 
P.O. Box 792 
San Juan, PR 00902 
(809) 725-7825 

EPA Region 3 
6th & Walnut Sheet 
Philadelphia, PA 19106 
(215) 597-9800 
Delaware, Maryland, Pennsylvania, 
Virginia, West Virginia, 
District of Columbia 

EPA Region 4 
345 Courtland Street, NE 
Atlanta, GA 30365 
(404) 8814227 
Alabama, Horida, Georgia, 
Kentucky, Mississippi, 
North Carolina, South Carolina, 
Tennessee 

EPA Region 5 
230 South Dearborn Street 
Chicago, IL 60604 
(312) 353-2000 
Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, 
Minnesota, Ohio, Wisconsin 

Field Component 
Eastern District Office 
20589 Center Ridge Road 
Westlake, OH 44145 
(216) 835-5200 

EPA Region 6 
1201 Elm Street 
Dallas, TX 75270 
(214) 767-2600 
Arkansas, Louisiana, New Mexico, 
Oklahoma, Texas 

EPA Region 7 
324 East 11th Street 
Kansas City, MO 64106 
(816) 374-5493 
Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska 

EPA Region 8 
1860 Lincoln Street 
Denver, CO 80295 
(303) 837-3895 
Colorado, Montana, North Dakota, 
South Dakota, Utah, Wyoming 

EPA Region 9 
215 Fremont Street 
San Frandsco, CA 94105 
(415) 974-8153 
Arizona, California, Hawaii, Nevada, 
American Samoa, Guam, 
Trust Territories of the Pacific 

Field Component 
Padfic Islands Office 
P.O. Box 50003 
300 Ala Moana Boulevard 
Room 1302 
Honolulu, FTf 96850 

EPA Region 10 
1200 Sixth Avenue 
Seattle, WA 98101 
(206)442-5810 
Alaska, Idaho, Oregon, Washington 
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Alaska Operations Office 
Room E556, Federal Building 
701C Street 
Anchorage, AK 99513 
(907) 271-5083 

Alaska Operations Office 
3200 Hospital Drive 
Juneau, AK 99801 
(907) 586-7619 

Idaho Operations Office 
422 West Washington Street 
Boise, ID 83702 
(208) 334-1450 

Oregon Operations Office 
522 S.W. 5th Avenue 
Yeon BuMing, 2nd Floor 
Portland, OR 92704 
(503) 221-3250 

Washington Operations Office 
c/o Washington, Department of 

Ecology 
Mailstop PV11 
Olympia, WA 98504 
(206) 753-9427 

EPA Regional Asbestos 
Coordinators 

EPA Region 1 
JFK Federal Building 
Boston, MA 02203 
(617)223-0585 

EPA Region 2 
Woodbridge Avenue 
Edison, NJ 08837 
(201) 321-6668 

EPA Region 3 
Curtis Bunding 
6th & Walnut Streets 
Philadelphia, PA 19106 
(215) 597-9859 

EPA Region 4 
345 Courtland Street, NE 
Atlanta, GA 30365 
(404) 881-3864 

EPA Region 5 
230 South Dearborn Street 
Chicago, IL 60604 
(312) 886-6003 

EPA Region 6 
First International Bunding 
1201 Elm Street 
Dallas, TX 75270 
(214) 767-2734 

EPA Region 7 
726 Minnesota Avenue 
Kansas City, MO 66101 
(913) 236-2835 

EPA Region 8 
One Denver Place 
99918th Sheet, Suite 1300 
Denver, CO 80202 
(303) 293-1730 

EPA Region 9 
215 Fremont Sheet 
San Francisco, CA 94105 
(415) 974-8588 

EPA Region 10 
1200 6th Avenue 
Seattle, WA 98101 
(206) 442-2870 

Pesticide Use 

Mallis, A. (Ed.) 1982. Handbook of Pest 
Control. Cleveland, OH: Franzak 
and Foster. 1,101 pp. 

Olkowski, W., and Olkowski, H. 
1983. Integrated Pest Management for 
Park Managers: A Training Manual. 
U.S. Department of the Interior, 
National Park Service, Biological 
Resources Division, Wasffington, 
DC. 90 pp. 

U.S. Department of the Interior, 
National Park Service, Biological 
Resources Division. 1984. Integ
rated Pest Management: Information 
Manual. Waslrington, DC. 556 pp. 

„. 1985. Guide For 
Pesticide Use in the National Park 
System. Washington, DC. 28 pp. 

Ware, G. 1980. Complete Guide to Pest 
Control — With and Without Chemi
cals. Fresno, CA: Thompson Publi
cations. 290 pp. 

. 1983. Pesticides: 
Theory and Application. San Fran
cisco: W. H. Freeman and Com
pany. 308 pp. 

Waste Exchange Groups 

California Waste Exchange 
Department of Health Services 
Toxic Substances Control Div. 
714 P Street 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Georgia Waste Exchange 
Business Council of Georgia 
Post Office Box 7178 
Station A 
Marietta, GA 30065 

Great Lakes Waste Exchange 
3250 Townseld N.E. 
Grand Rapids, MI 49505 

Indushial Material 
Exchange Sendee 
ffiPA/DLPC-24 
2200 Churchill Road 
Springfield, IL 62706 

Northeast Industrial 
Waste Exchange 
90 Presidential Plaza 
Suite 122 
Syracuse, NY 13202 
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Piedmont Waste Exchange 
Urban Institute 
UNCC Station 
Charlotte, NC 29223 

Southern Waste Information Exc. 
Post Office Box 6487 
Florida State University 
Institute of Science and Public Affairs 
Tallahassee, FL. 

Tennessee Waste Exchange 
Tennessee Manufacturers Assn. 
501 Union Building 
Suite 601 
Nashville, TN 37219 

Wastelink 
Division of Tencon Assn., Inc. 
Post Office Box 12 
Cincinnati, OH 45174-0012 

Western Waste Exchange 
Arizona State University 
Center for Environmental Studies 
Kraus Hall 
Tempe,AZ 85287 

Canadian Waste Materials Exclrange 
Ontario Research Foundation 
Sheridan Park Research Community 
Mississauga, Ontario 
Canada, L5K1B3 
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